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Physical Therapy Students Protest Outside A-Building
By Kcn")-Ann Hamilton
Campus Editor
Loud homs honking, echoed
by chants of, "physical therapy
needs your help," attracted scores
of onlookers and drivers who
honked in solidarity with the
close to 30 students who picketed
with
signs
outside
the
Administration Building on
Friday.
The students, all enrolled in
the College of Pharmacy, Nursing
and Allied Health Sciences, were
angry at the University's alleged
decision not to approve a proposed Doctorate of Physical
Therapy (DPT) degree. This
degree is not a Ph.D. [research
degree], but a clinical degree.
A professor who asked to
remain anonymous explained the
root of tl1e sn1dents' concems.
The professor said an old curriculum for a Master's in Physical

Therapy would be phased out this
year after the class of 2003. A new
program was proposed and
approved by the Commission on
Accreditation
of
Physical
Therapy.
However, the revised curriculum was married with a
Doctorate of Physical Therapy
degree.
"The proposal was first made
in June 2002 and again three
months later for the Board's
review, but it was not placed on
the agenda," the professor said.
'1\vo days ago we were notified
by a department official that the
proposal would be addressed by
the University and no exl)lanation
was given.'"
Students like Monique
Webb, a first year physical therapy graduate student, said they
were disappointed and upset with
University's approach to the
issue.

"When we applied, we were
promised and the brochure said
the DPT degree would be implemented in 2003," Webb said.
"Now we have wasted a year
because our program was never
approved."
However, the Associate Dean
of Allied Health Peggy Valentine
spoke on behalf of Dean of Allied
Health, Pedro J. Lecea, who was
not on campus on Friday.
Valentine said the brochures
were recently printed, but cites
that the College's web site says
that the DPT program is pending
the Board of Trustee's approval.
She also said the Master's program is accredited and will not be
affected.
"Students would like us to
have a DPT program to be eompetiti\'e with other area schools

See PROTEST page A7
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Physical therapy students protest in front of the administration building Fri. In hopes of
gaining the attention of the Board of Trustees, who met upstairs.

WIC Program Helps
Young Mothers, Needs
More Participants
By Ruth L. Tisdale
Hilltop Staff Writer

Felix Sorgho and Yves Louis-Jacques are the founders of One Design, a graphic design company.

Students Begin Graphic Design Company
By Ruth L Tisdale
Hilltop Staff Writer
With a vision of breaking tlie mold of
tl1e "traditional graphic shop," Felix Sorgho
and Yves Louis-Jacques, founders of One
Design, have taken the graphic design
world by storm.
Sorgho and Louis-Jacques began the
company on Mar. 4 and have already creat-

ed a monopoly on the Howard organization
ctientele.
"[One Design) has some of the most
innovati\'e design anywhere in D.C., • senior
computer operations major Brian Jones
said. "When I asked them to do last minute
changes, they wen• very convenient and
very efficient. They made sure tliat everything was accurate and they helped me find
a printer."

One Design offers graphic designs to tshirts, business cards, websites, posters, flyers, and booklets.
Senior advertising major Chauncie
Burton said when she ordered flyers for an
Alpha Chapter, Alpha Kappa Alpha, Inc.
party, the company knew exactly what she
wanted.

See DESIGN page A6

The Women, Infants, and
Children (WIC) program at
Howard University was started
to give assistance to student
parents. The program is
designed to give nutritional
supplements to children under
the age of five.
WIC began in 1982 with
the mission of improving the
nutrition of pregnant women
and children. The program also
helps nursing mothers to
breastfeed.
"The federal government
s.iw that
many African
American mothers and children were dying of malnutrition," WIC Program Director
Davene White said. "The WIC
program tries to help pregnant
women, women that are postpartum, and children to the age
of five with nutritional supplements."
White said WIC gives
vouchers for milk, cheese,
juice, infant formula, eggs, and
fresh fruit to women who qualify.
"Women who qualify are
given eighty to ninety dollars a
month to go to the grocery
store and buy these products,"
White said. "What is great
about this is that these women

WO.l llfli •IMASTS •CIIILURES
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are able to go to any grocery
store tha t they want to and do
their s hopping and for students, it frees up their budget
so that can spend the money on
other things."
The WIC program is availab le in every state and
city, however, this progra m is
the first WIC program at a
Washington, D.C. university.
"The WIC program really
helps s tudent mothers to
stretch their incomes," Roilyn
Graves, a senior telecommunications management major,
said. "Infant milk formula is
very expensive and WIC supplies that for these mothers."

See WIC page A6

Area Stores Offer Mock Trial Team Number 1\vo in Nation
Student Discounts
By Melanie R. Holmes
Contributing Writer

At least si.x hours of practice
per week proved worthwhile to
the Howard University Mock
Trial Team. The team of nine
competed in Des Moines, Iowa
from Mar. 4-6. Out of 64 teams
in the championship round, the
Howard team placed first in
their division and second in the

By Ruth L. Tisdale
Hilltop Staff Writer
Howard
University
Student Association (HUSA)
has undertaken a project that
will obtain ten percent student
discounts from businesses on
Georgia Avenue.
This project by HUSA is
not the first attempt by student
government to secure student
discounts. Shawntel Herbel,
assistant external director for
HUSA, said that past I-IUSA
administrations have tried to
secure discounts, but was met
with limited success.
"Having student discounts
at businesses on Georgia
Avenue has been something
that the student body has
wanted for sometime," Herbel

nation, with the University of include seniors Jamaal Brown,
Iowa corning in first.
Mia Harmon and Davis Knight,
"I think it's wonderful," sen- juniors
Geonard
Butler,
ior
Viola
Forbin
from Shermela Williams and Charlett
Cameroon, Central Africa. "It's Samu\es, sophomore Giara
our first time getting to the Gilmore and freshmen Alexis
championship round since Logan and Jenine Austin.
The team has been success1997."
Last year, the HU mock trial ful in numerous mock trial inviteam received an honorable tationals throughout the year,
mention.
and placed first in regional comOth er team
rnem bers petition held at the University of

Maryland College Park. "We had

____

See TRIAL page
.:.._ A6

Washington Post Hosts Financial Seminar
Rhasheema A. Sweeting
Contributing Writer
1'1101'0 nr IIAR'Vt,Y 11:::,,.KNS

Jasmine's Pizza offers student discounts.

said. "I wouldn't call our
attempt a success or a failure.
Securing student discounts is a

See DISCOUNT page A6

-

The afternoon was filled with
surprises, laughter and pertinent
advice as the forum covered issues
financially relevant to existence.
"Gator boots with the pimped
out Gucci suits ain't got no job but
I stay sharp," sang Dr. Rochelle
Tillery-L1rkin, school of communications professor, as she wel-

corned the crowd to the seminar
on personal financial literacy,
hosted by the Washington Post on
Monday.
Michelle Singletary, an award
winning syndicated Washington
Post columnist, wore a fire engine
red business suit that matched her
sassy personality and fervent passion for the subject matter.
Throughout the seminar,
Singletary capitalized on the

opportunity to reach out to students. She introduced four steps
to becoming financially secure:
Pay yourself first even if you owe
everyone and tl1eir mama. Pay
bills on time. If you pay witll plastic, you pay for a lifetime. Pay
attention to every penny you
spend.
In illustrating these four

See POST page A6
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&
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How will you
cope witlz tlze
stress of
finals?

Bison Weigh In:

The Fall of Baghdad, The War In Iraq
By Danielle Scrugg,s
Hilltop Staff Writer
The historic city of Baghdad
fell almost without a fight to U.S.
and British troops last week, rendering controversial Iraqi president Saddam Hussein and the
Baath party powerless.
Various news report:; showed
Iraqis cheering in the streets,
denouncing Hussein, and even
toppling a 20-foot bronze statue
of his likeness with the help of a
U.S. armored tank.
However, the Bush administration says the fall of Baghdad
does not mean the war has been
won.

Secretary of Defense Donald
Rumsfield said there is still more
fighting to be done. "It's not over,"
he declared in a press conference
on ·nmrsday.
As for Hussein, no one knows
his whereabouts. Some U.S. officials speculate he is dead while
others think he may have headed
forTikrit, his birthplace. Coalition
forces are mobilizing toward the
city in an effort to find Hussein.
However, many Bison are
not impressed with the U.S. military efforts and voiced dissatisfaction with the fact that the war is
even happening.
Kwame [name withheld on
request], a sophomore economics

major and international student
says, "I think it's a pointless invasion based on the fact that the
whole cause of the war changed
all of a sudden. Now it's about the
liberation of the people oflraq but
thousands of Iraqis have been
killed. [U.S. officials) don't even
know where Saddam Hussein is.
[The fall of Baghdad) is not
something to celebrate or be
happy about. Saddam Hussein is
not dead, his troops are still very
much around, and you have people who are still very sympathetic
about Saddam's soldiers who
attack the American and British
troops."
Freshman journalism major

Terez Paylor is not celc,brating the
fall of Baghdad either. "I wasn't
◄
really happy when I heard the
news. TI1ere's a Jot of bloodshed
going on. They need to get
Saddam Hussein before I feel
good."
Keanna Faircloth, a sophomore music business major does
not support the war at all.
"I think this whole war started because Bush wants to be glorified. i-le wants to rlo something
to be remembered by and he'U do
anything to make sure [that hap- PIIOTO COlfRlT·S Y W\\'Wt-1:,,.D OUR-<."0~1"1 UM·
TY~'ET/
pens.)"
Sophomore
accounting
just pray that this war won't affect
major Idowlu Onadpo's thougl1ts
America in any way. I pray all the
are with the coalition forces. "I
troops come back safely:

!Mosul!

Bison Weigh In

Morris Brown Loses Accreditation Appeal
By Danielle Scruggs

Kwaku Gyabaah
Senior
Electrical Engineering

leads me to question the Morris
Brown administration more so
than other circumstances," says
Morris Brown College, the LeVon Harris, a freshman
private
122-year-old radio-TV-film major. "This
Historically Black Institute, shows us that no one's looking
lost its accreditation appeal to out for black people except
the Southern Association of black people so we really need
Colleges and Schools (SACS) to be on our stuff."
last Monday. Morris Brown's
Freshman
African
argument that the SACS made American
studies
major
an unfair and arbitrary deci- Michelle Stovall wonders what
sion to revoke its accreclitation Morris Brown's problems mean
back in December failed.
for other H BCUs.
Many Bison are disap"I think it's tragic. I think
pointed with the results of it's terrible that they lost their
SACS' decision.
accreditation. It makes you
"I think it's really sad, but it wonder how long it'll be before
Hilltop Staff Writer

"I focus on my relationships \,ith my professors.
I found that the best combination is working hard
while \\Orking smart:

Morris Brown recently lost
its accredidation.

Bishop Kenneth C. Ulmer
Preaches on Palm Sunday

Sylvia Esset
Senior

Biology

By Melanie R. Holmes

"I pray, and trust that God
will bring me through ...
until graduation:

_J
Terri Turner
Senior
Biology
"I just take it one subject
at a time."

Bishop Kenneth Ulmer delivers the Palm Sunday sermon.

the choice of pleasure, and
that we must never choose to
please others at the expense of
displeasing God.
Purpose, as defined by
Bishop Ulmer, is "to set before
or to put on display."
"God is so much God that
he does not wait for you to get

your stuff together," he said.
"He puts it on display before
the world. And as a representative extension of the glory of
God, he puts you on display
and let's the world point at you

See CHURCH page A6

Blue Presents Multimedia Book
By Ruth L. Tisdale

to listen to her dreams. I writing the book," Blue said.
yearned to understand what "It then took ten years to
was going on between my write the book and two years
The first ever multimedia mother and myself."
to develop the DVD."
book was presented on Apr.
Another inspiration that
Blue said that she stum10.
Carroll Parrot Blue, Blue used to create the book bled across the experiment
author of "The Dawn at My was the changing political that took books and turned
Back: Memoir of a Black climate in which she lived.
t hem into multimedia works.
Texas Upbringing," present"In New York, l found a
•1 didn't want my book t o
ed her book to the Feature Life magazine issue from the be the normal chronologica l
Writing for Newspapers and year that I was born," Blue book that most authors
Magazines class in the said. "In the magazine I saw have," Blue said. "I was
Howard University School of how black people were mis- searching for designers who
Communications.
represented as animalistic. I were turning books into mulBlue said the inspiration wanted to write a book about timedia projects and I found
for her book came from her race, culture, and the times one company that was willrelationship with her late in which I lived in."
ing to turn my book into one
mother.
Once Blue had the con- of those projects."
"Many times my mother cept of the book, she began
"The Dawn at My Back"
would tell me the nightmares the arduous task of collecting is presented as a video game.
that she had at night," Blue facts and writing the book.
The story is in the form of a
said .. "My mother did not
"I waited fifteen years
have friends so she forced me after my mother died to start See BOOK page A11
Hilltop Staff Writer

Kyle Bacon
Senior
International
Business

-

"I 'study' with all the
smart people who really
arc concerned about their
grades.'

A2

-

Carnival With a
Twist
Contributing Writer
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debt, of which $ 10 million must
be paid by June. So far, the
school has been able to raise
half of that.
Morris Brown officials
have vowed to keep fighting,
and will open the school for the
fall semester. However, an
unaccredited college has little
to no appeal. Half of Morris
Brown's students have already
headed for other colleges
throughout the region . Morris
Brown will be fighting an uphill
battle to get their accreditation
restored.

Bison in the Islands

By Deneyse Kirkpatrick

Contributing Writer
On Palm Sunday, Bishop
Kenneth C. Ulmer's sermon
captivated the congregation in
Cramton Auditorium with a
message from the Book of
Ephesians.
After the hymn of preparation selection "Come, Thou
Fount of Every Blessing,·
Bishop Ulmer, pastor at
Faithful Central Bible Church
in Inglewood, Calif., delivered
a sermon comprised of four
key points: God's "~II, God's
purpose, pre-destiny and the
chosen.
"God's will is the divine
design in the mind of the
Master," said Bishop Ulmer.
"Everything designed by God
is not necessarily his will.
Everything you do is not what
he wants you to do."
Bishop Ulmer stated that
we often face the struggle of

it's Howard," Stovall says,
referring to the curriculum
problems Howard's physical
therapy program is currently
facing.
Sophomore physical therapy major Shanita Southerland
says, "I feel bad that they lost
their accreditation but I'm not
[too] concerned. I personally
never heard of l\forris Brown
until this year. It's sad that
another HBCU lost t heir
accreditation but I'm not really
affected by it."
Morris Brown has been
plagued by monetary woes,
most noticeably its $27 million

delight in a celebration of joy.
This past Feb. I partied in
the crowded streets of Santo
Domingo with nearly 10,000
festive people at the National
Carnival.
For four hours I enthusiastically watched hundreds of
people decorated in all forms
and fashions from simply body
paint to the most popular costume, the Diablo Cojuelo.
The Diablo consists of a
brightly colored layered suit
covered with small mirrors and
belts and worn with a devil
mask, usually with many horns
and teeth.
Most of these characters
have vehigas, which are dried
cow bladders, and if you aren't
dressed in costume they hit you
where it hurts and it's not pretty.
I got hit more than a few
times and at the end of the day

People
talk
about
Flamenco dances in Spain and
the Eiffel Tower in Paris, but
there is nothing like a
Caribbean Carnival in the
streets of Dominican Republic.
For many Caribbean countries the spirit of Carnival is
rooted in the tumultuous history of slavery. During colonial
times when African slaves were
prohibited by their masters to
practice religions and traditions.
Slaves creatively crafted
their version of Carnival that
mixes elements of African tradition and European styled fabrics.
The Dominican Carnival is
one of the most colorful traditions and more cheerful festivities in the Dominican Republic,
where all of the Dominican
people come together in the
See TWIST page A 11
city streets to dance, share and

- - - - - - - - ~ Professor
Harris,
seated at
left, made a
large donation to the
polltlcal
science
department.
PIIOTO C04.,Rff}i¥ Of TIil OEPART\IL\; r OF POLn JC,\L SCIEr-.'<.' £

Professor Makes Largest Donation to
Political Science Department
Charles Harris, a retired
political science professor made a
donation ofover $100,000 to the
Department of Political Science-the largest donation of its type to
the department.
A lecture series and prize to
the top political tl1eory undergraduate student will be started
with Harris' donation.
Harris is the former Political
Science department chair and the

former associate dean of the
school of Arts and Sciences.
A member of the department
for over 30 years, Harris still
teaches a one class a semester.
He said the English departmcnt has a quality lecture series,
but the department of political
science never has.
"I always said when I retired,
I would do this," Harris said.

April 15, 2003
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Mays Seeks Enlightenment Through Umbrellas, Pantyhose
By Ashley Kelly
Hilltop Staff Writer
Rain races out of the sky,
splattering against his skull cap
and face while the wind chills
his swift hands as they set out
merchandise on the table.
Cornelius Mays has been a
vendor at Howard University
for 20 years.
His table sits in front of the
School of Business five days a
week. Mays sells a great number and variety of merchandise.
From pantyhose to portraits, Mays says his main
objective is to serve the people.
He even has a motto to back up
his claim.
·
"Go to the people, find out
the people's needs, serve the
people, organize the people, ·
raise the level of the people's
political consciousness, and at
the same time raise the level of
your own political consciousness," Mays said.
Since he is located in front
•
of the School of Business, an
area where students and faculty are seen wearing dark suits,
blouses and heels daily, Mays
says many of them come to him
to purchase emergency items
such as a spare pair of pantyhose.
"I buy CD's, hats, pocket
PHOTO BY ASHLEY KELLY
books and hair items for the
kids," said Theresa Nedd, a
library technician in the School Mays straightens a pile of black gloves on Friday morning
of Business library. "[I buy as he awaits potential customers.
from him because] it is very
But the student body
of
campus
under
president
convenient. I don't even have to
Franklyn G. Jenifer's adminis- refused to stand for this.
use my gas."
Protesting in front of the
Although Mays now sits tration said Mays.
comfortably in front of the business school, th.is has not always

been the case.

Earlier in Mays' vending
career at Howard he as well as
21 other vendors were kicked off

PHOTO BY ASHLEY KELLY

A custom~r looks for an umbrella to protect her from Friday morning's steady rainfall.

day."
Mays says he has also sold
at other universities on the east
coast including Virginia State,
North Carolina A&T and
Hampton. He says in the past he
has also sold at the CIAA tournament, but says now he mainly
sta1s at Howard.
A wide variety of merchandise from necessities to pleasure
products cover his table, but in
addition to this he sells products
for various holidays.
"I needed to buy a
Valentine' s day gift and didn't
have tinle to go off campus, so I
bought it in front of the School
of Business because it was very
convenient," said Ashford
'"Go to t~e people,find out the people's needs, serve the people, organize the peoThomas a freshman acting
ple, raise the level of the people's political consciousness, and at the same time major who purchased a rose and
card from Mays.
·
raise the level of your own political consciousness.''

Administration building as well
as at President Jenifer's office,
students voiced their disdain at
the president's decision.
Finally Mays says vendors
were allotted four spots in front
of the School of Business, of
which he was awarded one.
But Mays has not always
been a vendor.
He says being a part of the
Black Liberation Movement
motivated him to start his own
business.
Owning a bookstore, Unity
and Struggle Books, as well as a
clothing store called Ujama
(meaning uRity) clothing, Mays

found that he could earn more
money as a vendor.
It only took one day of selling books in the lobby of
Crampton Auditorium during a
Stokely Carmichael speech for
him to draw this conclusion.
Carmichael, a 1964 graduate of Howard as well as social
activist, drew a large crowd that
filled the seats of Crampton
Auditorium as well as the pockets of Mays.
"I made $1,000 in sales that
day, which is more than I was
making in my book store,
said Mays. "I decided that I
needed to become a vendor that

- Cornelius Mays
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Employers
for the Class
By Ashley Kelly
Hilltop Staff Writer
Not a single layoff since
the company's inception, and
it has been open for 46 years.
Enterprise-Rent-A-Car,
which currently has 4,700
offices in the United States
pumped this number to 4,701'
by opening a new office on
Ge·o rgia Avenue two weeks
ago.
The company, which
stands on the lot where
Burger King once sat, holds a
corporate
account
with
Howard.
"We moved to better serve
Howard as well as the surrounding community," said
branch manager Joe Perkins.
Enterprise is the holder of
many awards, including being
named one of the "100
Companies Most Likely To
Succeed
in
the
next
Millennium,"
by
CIO
Magazine.
The awards do not stop
here. The company was also
named one of the "100 Best
Companies to Work For" by
Fortune Magazine.
Perkins says Enterprise is
one of the best places to work
because employees have the
opportunity to move up the
employment ladder over
time. He said everyone has
the opportunity to eventually
hold top-level positions.
This is possible in other
companies around the U.S.,
but Enterprise has taken a
different approach to hiring
employees for its higher-level
positions.

nificant
drop
from
Enterprise's number), and
the United States Custom
Service who trailed the US
Navy with a projected 2,407
hires.
Starting employees at
Enterprise,
management
trainees, start at a minimum
of $34,000 said Perkins. ·
However, not everyone starts
at this number. In fact
Perkins started at $7,00~
above the minimum salary
when
he
started
at
Enterprise, which was then at
$32,000.

PHOTO BY ASHLEY KELLY

Ke~a Jones, who has only been at Enterprise for seven days, listens as a customer decides
which car he wants to rent.

Th~ company has projected hiring 6,200 employees, beating out other top ·employers such as the United States
Nav!', which came in at second with 2,500 hires, and the
United States C"!'stom S~rvice, who trailed the US Navy
with a proJected 2,407 hires.
"Enterprise does not hire
people from outside of the
company for the higher-paying positions," said Perkins.
"Everyone starts at the same
level and works their way up."

Along with the company's
other two awards, they also
were ranked number one on
Black Collegian Magazine's
"Top 100 Employers for the
Class of 2003."

The company has projected ~iring 6,200 employees,
beating out other top employers such as the United States
Navy, which came in at second with 2,500 hires (a sig-

Perkins served in the
Arm~ for five years before
working for Enterprise. But
Enterprise's ideal employee
~~s not changed since he
Joined the company then.
"We want people who are
job oriented, outspoken and
outgoing," he said.
However, Perkins never
mentioned a college degree.
Although the company
was ranked number one on
The Black Collegian's list
which targeted graduatin~
college seniors, one is not
required to have a college
degree in order to work for
Enterprise.
Enterprise offers jobs to
Howard students, but it does
not stop here. They also offer
students what they crave
daily.
Discounts.
Students renting a car
are _at least 21 years old
will receive a discount of 15 _
20 percent said Perkins.

w?o

ofaooa
1
Enterprise Rent A-Car
6,200

2

Unit~d States Navy
{,Officer Pro.gtam) ,
2500
'

'
3

United States Customs
Service
2,407

4
Broward County Public
Schools
1,900

5

Wells Fargo Financial
1830

'

6

Ernst& Young
1,800

7

Accenture
1,500
Fairfax County Public
Schools
1,500

9

Johnson & Johnson
1,162

10

KPMGLLP
987
• Black Collegian Magaz;
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Rhode Island Ave. Printing and Graphics
10% Discount with Student ID
. as low

copies
cotor 5 cetlts

as 3

2104 Rhode Island Ave. NE
(202)529-5909

•Graphics
Limited
•Brochures
Of · rs!
•Stationaries
•Newsletters
•Business Cards
Blacfc and »'h .
•Flyers
as low a .zte Copies
•Books
s J cents
•Logos
•Notary & More ...

Hours: 8am- 6pm

Engineering and Science Majors
Expand Your Potential - Fast Track Your Career

Congratulations to al 1
May 2003 graduates !! !

Master of Science
progra1n in the

Management of Technology

Attention All New Alumni Coming to
the New York/New Jersey Area!

at the

University of New Ha1npshire
Whitte1nore School of Business and Econon1ics

If you would like to....

The 1'r1BA alter11ative for technology entrepreneurs 1111d those
seeking leade1:~hip positions in technology intensive fi1111s
• Focused on the develop1ncnt and co1n1nercialization of
e1nerging technologies and n1anaging technological
change
• E1nphasis on tean1 projects and proble1n solving
• Industry sponsored projects ~lnd internships
• S1nall class size with high level of student/faculty
interaction
• 18 n1onth trin1ester fonnat
• Next class starting Septen1bcr 2003
• Financial Aid available

*Stay connected to Howard University,
*Meet other alumni and network
*Keep in touch with classmates
*Socialize and make new friends
Join the Howard University Alumni Club of NYC!!!
Visit our website:

WWW.HOWARDALUMNINYC.ORG
or call (212) 591-2462

Take advantage of our $25 new member rate!!!!
i Join Today!!!! t

For more details call 603-862-3370
or e1nail warre11.lackstron1@unh.edu at the
Hamel Center for the Management of Technology and Innovation
Prcpa1i11g Technology Professio1lflls fol' Technology l,e11dership

A" www.unh.edu/ wsbe/grad
April 15, 2003
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WIC Program Helps Young Mothers, Needs More Participants
WIC from A1
WIC is also a family-friendly organization that does not
penalize families that have a
father in the household.
"Many other assistance
programs will not help women
if they have a male in the
household," White said. "We
encourage men to get involved
with every aspect of rearing the

child. We teach men about
breast-feeding because we feel
that it will draw the father closer to the child."
Officials at WIC believe
education is one of the major
aspects of the programs at. the
facility. Breast-feeding is one of
the most important aspects
that officials wish to educate
African Americans about.
• African Americans are the
slowest ethnic group to go back

Students Begin Graphic
Design Company
DESIGN from A 1
"I told them that I wanted
not as much pink and green on
the flyer because we wanted
other people other than Greeks
to come to the party," Burton
said. "The design that they came
up with was exactly what I wanted even though I didn't tell them.
I put the order in on a Tuesday
and by Friday afternoon they had
a copy ready for me to preview."
Sorgho said that One Design
prides itself on being the most
consumer-friendly design company available.
"Many times people don't
know what printer to go to or
where to find a printer and we
will find one for them," Sorgho
said. "Many times we have taken
the order to the printer for the
customer."
Louis-Jacques said that One
Design tries to help Howard
University organizations has
much as possible.
"We give Howard University
organizations a significant discount on all sen~ces, • LouisJacques said. "We both came
from Howard and we want to
support Howard as much as possible. We want to start a scholarship program for graphic design
students as early as next year."
Chief
Element
and
Entertainment CEO Mo Brown
said that although U1ere are other

Mock Trial
Team No. 2
in Nation
TRIAL from A1
to compete against 20-30
schools," said Brown, an Atlanta
native, of the regionals. "If you
place, you go on to finals."
This year's mock trial was a
civil suit about a seven-year-old
boy who died. His parents claim
a car hit him, while the accused
maintains that the boy had a
seizure. Rather than an actual
verdict deciding on the outcome
of the trial, a point scale is used
to determine the winning team.
According to Brown, it took
a lot of dedication from each
member of the mock trial team
to make it to the championship,
but was certain that his team
h ad what it took to go that far.
Said Brown, "It's nice that
the hard work that we put in
over the year has paid off."
Felecia Walker, assistant
professor in the School of
Communications and Director
of Forensics, is elated.
"I am extremely proud of
tlie team's stellar performance,"
Walker said.
"Winning our division was
a wonderful achievement and
we are happy ,vith our national
placing especially since we
changed two members of the
quad a week before the tournament."
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design companies around, One
Design is the most professional
of all.
"For my program 'Dreaming
at the Mecca,' Felix [Sorgho)
knew exactly what I wanted,"
Brown said. "One Design is a
classy organization, and Felix
and Yves are very professional
and hard-working and I know
that that company will develop
into a great design firn1."
Both founders see One
Design expanding to include
other companies and becoming a
global phenomenon.
"When Bill Gates came out
with Microsoft, computers were
around but they were not a common concept," Sorgho said. "Bill
Gates took Microsoft and turned
the computer into a household
concept. Since there is not a clear
leading design company, we
want to take graphic design
where Bill Gates took comput-

ers."
Louis-Jacques added that
One Design hopes to in U1ree
years add other ventures such as
recording labels and entertainment under the umbrella of the
One Design firm.
One Design plans to host a
network and business social at
the Saint Club on Thursday Apr.
17. For more information or to
place an order cail 202-276-4261
or log on to www.onedcsign.com.

to breast-feeding," White said.
"Breast-feeding is an important
aspect of rearing a child. It provides a closer bond between a
mother and a child, and it helps
the father to become involved
as well."
Other things that official at
WIC hope to educate parents
on are consumer buying and
nutrition .
"If more student parents
would research about tl1e pro-

grams that are available to
them they would find that WIC
is one of the best programs,"
Graves. "The program gives so
much useful information that
student parents need to know."
Graduating senior psychology pre-med major, Azione
Brown said that WIC has partnered with Louisiana Club to
sponsor the second annual
"Bison Babies."
"Bison Babies is basically a

baby shower for student parents at Howard," Brown said.
"We give them things that they
might need. WIC has volunteered to bring some of the
mothers to the program."
To be eligible on the basis
of income, applicants' gross
income (i.e. before truces are
withheld) must fall at or below
185 percent of the U.S. Poverty
Income Guidelines. On Mar. 12
a notice announcing revised

WIC
Income
Eligibility
Guidelines was published in the
Federal Register.
The adjusted income eligibility guidelines are used by
State agencies in determining
the income eligibility of persons applying to participate in
the WIC Program.
WIC State agencies must
implement the new guidelines
on Jul. 1.

Area Stores Offer Student Discounts
DISCOUNT from A1
tedious process that requires
contacting all owners at local
businesses."
Some stores on Georgia
Avenue were open to the idea
of having a ten percent student
discounts, while other stores
had already implemented student discounts.
"There were a lot of stores
that offered student discounts
that we did not know offered
discounts," Herbet said. "Other
stores such as the Nile Valley
Herbs and Spices said that they
would offer a five percent discount instead of a ten percent."
CStAPIIIC COI.IRITSYOF PIITTRt'RGII-C\ 'B.ORO
Other stores said that they
would not implement a student Discounts are being offered by local businesses.
discount because Howard students do not frequent their
business enough. Business not to give students a discount," company on Georgia Avenue
owners thought that giving a Williams said. "If all the stu- that does not give discounts.
discount would not be benefi- dents who patronize stores stop Herbet said that although
cial financially.
shopping t here the business McDonald's does not give dis"I tried to tell local business would be forced to close."
counts, they help Howard in
owners that giving a student
Willie's Music, which is a other ways.
discount would be beneficial popular music store on Georgia
"McDonald's is a blackbecause students want to feel Avenue, said trat it would not owned and employs African
like valuable customers," give students a discount Americans," Herbel said.
Herbet said. "It really doesn't because students burn CDs and "They support the Howard basmatter what the amount of the buy boot-leg CDs from ketball team during basketball
discount as long as the business swindlers.
~eason, and they have college
gives student a discount so that
"It shouldn't matter if we nights where they offer hamthey feel appreciated."
burn CDs or not." sophomore burgers for a low price. They
Junior advertising major chemical engineer Shirley Tate, also used to give value meal
Lareese Williams said that said. "Their business is located cards to Howard students, but
businesses should give some- in the heart of Howard. For that they stopped because nonthing to student regardless of reason alone they should give Howard students were using
the price.
us a discount."
them. Even though they don't
"Businesses cannot afford
McDonald's is another give student discounts, they

help Howard."
Other stores that do not
give discounts to Howard students are Up Against the Wall,
Total Sports, Susan's Fashions,
Negri), Motown, Negri), China
Wonder, and Subway.
"It is a shame that these
companies do not offer discounts for Howard students,"
Kimberly Howard, a junior
marketing major, said. " Some
of those stores charge outrageous prices and they can
afford to give a discount."
The stores on Georgia
Avenue that offer a ten percent
student discount with identification are Beauty Island, Nile
Valley Bookstore, Jasmine's
Pizza, The Guild, Inc., and Soul
Vegetarian.
Georgia Avenue Kleaners
offers a fifteen percent discount
with identification.
"There should be more
stores that offer discounts to
students," Rachel Maynard, a
freshman psychology major,
said. "I applaud those businesses that value Howard student's
businesses.
Herbel said that students
should take a close look at the
businesses they patronize and
sec if the business offers a discount or supports Howard.
"If students see that a business doesn't give a discount and
doesn't support then we as students shouldn't patronize
them."

Washington Post Hosts Financial Seminar
POST from A1
points, Singletary incorporated
shocking examples to belabor her
points.
For example, in order to save
$1000, Singletary purchased a
stick shift instead of an automatic. Howeve.r, she didn't know how
to drive a stick shift and had to be
chauffeured until she finally
learned how to drive it.
Additionally, she explained how
she recycles the toys her three
children have forgotten about at
the bottom of their toy box, and
disguise them as new gifts for
Christmas or a birthday.
As the audience broke into
laughter, Singletary asked, "What
are you laughing at?" as she continued to whip the audience into
financial shape.
She was just getting warn1ed
up.

Subsequently, Singletary
Under the direction of Dr.
asked the audience what the Tillery-Larkin, three students
abbreviation ATM stands for.
from the advanced public
•Automatic Teller Machine." relations class, presentthe audience droned.
ed the results of the
"No," she snapped back in "What is your finan,
reply, "It means Always Taking cial IQ?" survey.
Money."
The inforAs she moved to rebuke all mation
credit cards, the audience foll ga th silent, ready to hear every word.
e red
After stating that $8,000 is repthe average credit card debt, she
explained that by paying the min- resentimum two percent balance each ed
the
month, it would take 54 years to responses of
pay off that debt at an 18 percent 352 students
interest rate.
from all 12 colleges
"Credit is other people's and schools.
money. It is an instrument of
'Thirty-two percent of those
financial destruction ...a trip to sur\'eyed said tlleir main source
financial hell. Visa is a passport to of income was their parents.
hell. Don't let MastetCu:d be your Sixty-four percent of students
master. No man's credit is as own credit cards. Of that 64 pergood as his money," she said in cent, 54-4 percent have been late
her tirade to end financial stupid- in paying non-credit card bills in
ity.
the last 90 days. Additionally,

52.5
percent
have had a
check returned
or an overdraft
due to insufficient
funds.
A f t e r
Singletary spoke,
the
nine
panelists
introduced
themselves.
Kathleen
Gibbons from
Nellie Mae presented the 'Credit
Card Condom.'
"Every time you
pull it out you need to ask yourself
a series of questions," she
explained of the slip cover used as
a reminder to exercise prudent
financial decisions. The four
questions are: "Can I afford this
without borrowing money? What
else would be more aligned with
my values? Will I be glad I bought

this one year from now? Who an1
I trying to inlpress?"
111e other panelists included
representatives
from
the
American Savings Education
Cou ncil, Prudential-Finan cial,
Thom pson, Cobb, Basilio &
Partners,
the
Jumpstart
Coalition, the Public Information
Office,
Small
Business
Development
Center,
the
National Foundation for Credit
Counseling and the Social
Security Administration.
After the main seminar, the
panelists dispersed to tables in
the reception area to answer individual questions and interact witll
the students.
Singletary's most important
mantra is "Save to choose.
Choose to save."
This is the first step to raising
your financial IQ.

Bishop Kenneth C. Ulmer Preaches on Palm Sunday
CHURCH page A2
as a sign of his love."
Bishop Ulmer's t hird
point, pre-destiny, is designed
to "mark out boundaries,
establish limitations and draw
lines that are not to be
crossed."
"God marks out limits so
that you are only allowed to
live your life within the bound aries that he sets," he said.

Every now and then we
step outside of the boundaries,
Bishop Ulmer said, but God
has already put the design on
display.
"He's invested too much
into you to let you disgrace his
name," Bishop Ulmer sa id.
"He'll take you through whatever he has to take you
through to get you back in
line."
The final point of the sermon was about those who are

The Hilltop

chosen to carry out God's will.
"It is not so much that
you're better than anyone else
and he chose you and not
them," said the bishop . "He
spoke you out before the foundation of the world so that you
might reflect his mercy and
grace through you r life."
According to Ulmer, success, prosperity, victory, perfect ion and service were just a
few of many things God "spoke
out" when h e chose his follow-

ers.
Bishop Ulmer's sermon
was concluded with shouts of
praise and a standing ovation,
and perhaps it is fair to
assume that the bishop gets
this kind of reaction on a regular basis.
As stated in the programs
distributed at service, since his
arrival at Faithful Central
Bible Church, the congregation grew from 350 to more
than 12,000.

He and his church are now
the new owners of the Great
Western Forum where they
now hold their Sunday morning worship services.
Howard students found
the sermon to be enjoyable,
but a bit lengthy.
"His sermon was a little
drawn out,· said freshman
psychology major Mallory
Breland, "but his message was
very applicable."
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Physical Therapy Students
Protest Outside A-Building

Make Protecting New Jersey
Your Career

PROTEST from A1
like Hampton and Maryland
Eastern Shore who have DPT
programs,· Valentine said. "The
Master's program is not in jeop•
ardy."
This view differs from the
students and the faculty member
who spoke to The Hilltop.
An international student
who traveled from Africa and
asked not be identified said post·
Sept. 11, immigration policies
prevent such classified students
from protesting.
"I came here under the
impression that in 2003, as stat·
ed in the University documenta·
tion, that the DPT program
would take effect," the student
said. "I have wasted my time and
money and will have to start all
over at another institution."
Chair of the Department
Stanley Wilson, was unavailable
for comment at the time of press.
Not only graduate students
are affected, but also undergraduates like Amanda Rossett, a jun•
ior pre-physical therapy major,
who is on a track to complete a
Master's and DPT at Howard.
"Things like this discourage
me from going to Howard's grad•
uate school," Rossett said. "How
can Howaid assure me this will
not happen again."
The
California
native
expressed dismay that Howard
University allegedly helps other
schools when similar problems
plague HO\,'ll!'d.

From community policing to homeland security, from
avia~on 10 marine law enforcement, from foreruics to
communicatiol\S, we\-e got aspecialty area that's sure to
suit your unique skills and interests. We're the New
Jersey State Police. And we're looking for bright, energetic men and women who are up to the challenge 10
be their best In return, you'll get the satisfaction of
protecting 1oor community-and asense of pride that
will la.It alifetime.

~•e offer agreat staning sala1)', excellent benefits and
continuous training and education in over 120 exciting
career opponunities. Applicants must be between
18 and 3; )Wold, aUS citi1.en, and must have a
rurrent driver's License. Applicants must possess a
college degree or Wcollege credits 11.ith 2years of
sa1i1factoiy emploiment or military experience.
Right now, )OU have the opponunity to apply for
our next class.

For more information call 1-877-NJSP-Sil or \iSit our website at www.NJSP.org
PUOTO RY HARVEY JE.'KINS

Physical therapy students protest Fri.

"I think Howaid needs to
address home first," Rossen said.
"It is good to help other HBCUs
with accreditation problems, but
we cant do that if home is not
right."
Howard University Student
Association (HUSA) President
Cornell Williamson and director
of Political Action Irene
Schwoeffermann were on the
scene of the protest to offer their
support to students.
"HUSA was only made aware
of this problem yesterday,"
Williamson said. "We met with
the student representatives on
the Board of Trustees so that they
can present the issue to the other
members of the Board."
Jaha Howard, undergradu-

ate trustee, said the issue was discussed, but not acted on because
the Board was made aware of the
issue only a day before the meet•
ing.
"I brought the issue before
the
Academic
Excellence
Committee," Howard said. "The
issues and concerns as outlined
by the students in their press
release were discussed. This was
the first time [The Board) were
made aware of the issue."
Howard assures students
that the appropriate University
officials are currently addressing
the issue.

FRIENDS OF KISHAWNDA MCROYAL WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE
FOLLOWING INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS FOR THEIR ASSISTANCE
WrTH THE MEMORIAL:

WE HAVE A SUREFIRE WAY
TO PREDICT THE FUTURE.

Belinda Lighttoot-Wat~ns, Dean of Student Life and Activities
Bernard Moon and the Office of Central Scheduling
Cramton Auditonum Crew
Chicago People's Union
Denise Saunders, Cramton Auditonum
Emmanuel, Silver lining Pnnting Services
Friends, family and many well-wishers who brought love
Hear My Vision Productions
Rankin Chapel
Rasheem-Ameid Rooke, Associate Director of Student Activities
Reverend Stevens
Roberta McCLeod, Director of the Blackburn University Center
School of Communications Student Council
Steven Johnson. Cramton Auditorium
The Hilltop
Undergraduate Student Assembly

HIRE YOU TO INVENT IT.

Cyberspace controls and laser defense systems came as no
surp rise to the U.S. Air Force. In fact, they came off our
drawing boards. No wonder we re always looking to hire
the best and brightest. You can leverage your degree
immediately and get hands-on experience with some of the
most sophisticated technology on earth. To request more
inform ation, call 1-800-423-USAF or visit our Web site at

Also THANK YOU TO EVERYONE WHO DONATED TO THE KISHAWNDA

airforce.com.

MARIA MCROYAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND,

.,._,
'-"

THE KISHAWNDA MCROYAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND IS STILL ACCEPTING
DONATIONS. IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO MAKE A COITTRIBl1TION TO THE
SCHOLARSHIP FUND, YOU CAN MAKE ALL CHECKS PAYABLE TO NSAA
DANCE ENSEMBLE, BLACKBURN CEITTER Box#142.

•••

U.S. AIR FORCE

ASANTE SANA (THANK You)
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CROSS INTO THE BLUE

The Hilltop
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Police said 25,000 people,
including
electrical workers,
(J
carpenters,
ironworkers, fire•
~
~Q
fighters and police officers,
attended the gathering.
►
Some in the crowd carried
~
photographs of friends and rel,.Q
atives killed in the World Trade
Center attacks. Others wore
yellow ribbons and chanted "U•
S-A! U-S-A!"
New York Gov. George
Pataki praised the U.S. t roops
(BBC)· Once the symbol of in Iraq.
New York urban lh1ng, the subway token is being abolished
after so years.
For millions of commuters
on the New York subway sys(AP)· In Austin, Texas, 25
tem, an era draws to an end on activists for the disabled, most
Saturday when the last subway of them in wheelchairs, were
token will be sold in stations arrested during a demonstraacross the system.
tion against Gov. Rick Perry's
The subway token, a metal proposed cuts in sernces to the
disc inserted in the turnstile, disabled.
will be replaced by a plastic
Six members of the disMetroCard, which is already abled-rights group ADAPT
used by a majority of riders were arrested Thursday when
because it offers weekly dis- they wouldn't leave Perry's
counts.
Capitol office when it closed at
The change takes place as 5p.m.
the subway system faces a
The others were issued
financial crisis, forcing it to summonses when they refused
raise fares from $1.50 to $2 per the leave the Capitol when it
ride from May 4.
closed five hours later.
Fare increases have in the
All were charged with mispast been accompanied by a demeanor criminal trespassing,
newly issued token, whose which carries fines of up to
shape and size were altered $2,000 and 180 days in jail.
each time. TI1e MetroCard, first Those who were arrested said it
introduced in 1994, was slow to was worth it to promote their
catch on, especially among cause.
older riders.
"It beats dying in a nursing
"For a lot of people, being home," said Danny Saenz, who
forced to move to the is stricken with cerebral palsy.
MetroCard was like my 84
The protesters said they
year-old mother being forced to wanted Perry, Lt. Gov. David
use a computer," said John Dewhurst and House Speaker
Mollenkopf, director of the Tom Craddick, all Republicans,
Centre for Urban Research at to sign a general pledge to proCity University.
tect sernces for the disabled,
including in-home attendant
care and medication.

:.:
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NY Subway Token
Abolished

Disabled Activists
Arrested

Tattoo Taxes?

(AP)- In Columbus, Ohio
Mike Hardesty has spent nearly
$1,000 on tattoos, including a
dragon on his right arm and a
couple of Harley-Davidson
designs. He doesn't like an
Ohio plan to start taxing tattoos.
"It just never has been in
the past, so why start now?"
said Hardesty, 47, who builds
custom motorcycles. "We pay
tax on everything else."
At least 18 deficit-ridden
states are so desperate for
money that they are seeking to
either boost their sales tax or
extend it to goods and ser.1ccsfrom tattoos to manicures to
wheelchairs - that until now
have been left untouched.
Health spas, farm equipment, pest control, even prosthetic devices- all could soon be
subject to a raft of new taxes.

Ground Zero
Support/or
Troops
(CNN)- In New York thousands of labor union workers
crowded along the western
edge of Ground Zero Thursday
to show their support for U.S.
t roops and the war against
Iraq.

World
Observation
Deck
Algeria Hunts for
Tourists
(BBC)· The authorities in
Algeria have deployed more
than 1,000 soldiers, police and
border guards in the search for
tourists who have gone missing
in the Sahara desert over the
last few months.
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Town Fails to Sell
on eBay
(AP)· Amboy, California, a
150-acre Mojave Desert town
located on Route 66 failed to
sell after a month-long auction.
Bidding on the auction site
eBay ended Friday after a
month on the Internet auction
site with no offers reaching the
minimum
reserve
price.
Amboy, with seven residents,
has a listed value of $1.9 million, but the top bid reached
only $995,900.
Amboy has a post office,
motel, cafe, gas station, church,
gift shop and two landing
strips. A buyer also gets about
540 acres of surrounding land
divided in five parcels. The
town is owned by celebrity photographer Timothy White and
his business partner, Walt
Wilson.
"It was below the price that
the sellers would be willing to
accept," said Rob McManus,
estate director for Dilbeck
Realtors, which is selling the
town for Christie's Great
Estates.
The owners will have to
resort to more traditional
methods to sell the town•
through a real estate broker.

The push to find them follows pressure from the German
government, which is anxious
to locate 18 German nationals
who have disappeared in the
region. The others include eight
Austrians, four S\\iss nationals,
one Dutch national and one
Swede. They made up six separate tour groups which all went
missing as they crossed from
Tunisia into the Algerian
Sahara.
Two helicopters and a
reconnaissance plane equipped
with thermal detection inst ruments arc criss-crossing the
search area between Ouargla ,
Ojanet and Tamanrasset, three

The Price of Free
By Sean Jackman

ware on more machines than
they have licenses.
Hilltop Staff Writer
The maj ority of piracy
From word processing, occurs in the Far East.
A survey by the Business
graph utilities, 30 modelers
and games, we all use various Software Alliance (BSA) reportprograms t o complete our ed that 92 percent of software
tasks. But few of these pro- in this region is illegally copied;
grams are free and some can Vietnam leads the individual
cost in the range of hundreds of stat istics with a 97 percent
dollars; for example, Micrsoft piracy rate. The United States
Office XP retails for about had one of the lowest rates with
only 24 percent of software
$500.
Some even require us to being pirated. World piracy
purchase additional licenses or averages about 37 percent.
pay activation fees on a month•
ly or yearly basis. Thus the
temptation to use pirated versions of the software runs high,
especially in university students who 'need' the latest version of everything but lack the
funds to purchase it legally.
Many people, especially
As Matthew, a London
based Information Technology students, are of the opinion that
specialist said, " ... of course I've pirating software is the perfect
done it. That was in my under- crime.
graduate year - I didn't know
The consumer is virtually
anyone who bought the stuff undetectable and the company
legitimately."
doesn't lose a significant porA pirate, someone who uses tion of their revenue from one
an illegitimate copy of a pro- lost sale.
gram, can range from a student
Unfortunately for the comwho uses a friend's copy of pany, this is not altogether true.
licensed software, to a home BSA estimates that loss from
user downloading cracked soft- pirated software totals over $11
ware from the net (commonly billion USO and this lost revtermed 'warez'), to a dealer sell- enue results in a smaller budget
ing counterfeit programs or and so a loss of jobs at the comeven to a business using soft- pa ny. The domino effect con•

tinues with operations being
scaled down at the company
and less taxes being paid.
From the pirate's perspective, pirating software offers
him the opportunity to 'own' a
program he might otherwise
not be abl e to afford. However
there is a downside as well. The
pirate is not a legit imate owner
and so is not entitled t o
upgrades or support.
Responsibility for any damage caused by the program rests
squarely on the pirate.

puter), was mainly spread
through infected pirated versions of software copied in
Malaysia.
One adverse effect is that
users often become dependant
on the software they use and
pirated software is often
exposed to a larger crowd.
Many argue that the rampant piracy occurring in the
East made the region dependent on Microsoft's Office Suite,
helping them to secure the market.
When Microsoft subsequently cracked down on the
piracy issue, Office was already
so fully integrated into everything that users cont inued to
purchase legitimate copies of
Office. If not for the widespread
use due to piracy, these users
Considering
that
he may have thought more than
acquired an illegitimate copy of once about the expense.
a program, his source may not
Kathleen
M.
Kaplan,
be the most scrupulous person Assistant
Professor
for
and may place hidden 'bugs' Howard's Department of
into the setup.
Systems and Computer Science,
These bugs may be any- agreed that using pirated softt hing from viruses, worms, ware is wrong in any circum•
Trojans and backdoor pro- stance; however she added "I
grams to destructive programs don't think it is fair for users to
such as those that delete ran- have to buy additional licenses
dom hard drive files.
to install software on more than
The Chernobyl \1rus that one machine at home. I underdestroyed data on the hard stand why they [companies] do
drive and then tried to destroy this, but you should be able to
data in the Flash BIOS (a neces- put it [software] on all your
sary component on any com- machines."

Piracy rates are highest in
Vietnam at 9 7 percent

Continuing Coverage: War in Iraq

Looting Rampant in Baghdad
By Ria Marie Davis
Hilltop Staff Writer

Looting has pervaded
Baghdad as Iraqis exploit the
"openings" in the city created by
U.S. troops.
On Saturday, U.S. soldiers
saw looters enter several government buildings, including
the Foreign Ministry and leave
with "office furniture, TV sets
and air conditioners. Parts were
stolen from nearby cars and
children were seen wheeling
office chairs down the streets."
The Planning Ministry was
also pillaged with looters toting
away "bookshelves, computers
and sofas."
Schools and hospitals were
also looted, notably Baghdad
hospital which was "stripped
bare."
The
International
Committee of the Red Cross
(ICRC) said that "Baghdad's 33
hospitals had been ransacked
and were in no shape to cope
with wounded people or
patients with chronic diseases
like diabetes."
They also issued reminders
to "U.S.-led forces in Iraq of
their responsibilities under
international law as an occupying power. These include protecting vital public services."
Abbas Reda, an engineer in
Baghdad was greatly upset by
the events and said that "If one
or four times a day. Guides
known as "bloodhounds of the
desert" are also taking part in
the search.

Ecuador
Assassination Plot
Foiled
(BBC)· Police in Ecuador
say they foiled a plot to assassinate President Lucio Gutierrez
in February. The police chief,
General Edgar Vaca, said
Ecuadorian and Colombian hit
men had agreed to a S1.5 million contract to kill Gutierrez

of my family is injured, where
will I take them now? When the
schools reopen, my children will
have no desks to sit on. The
Americans are responsible. One
round from their guns and all
the looting would have
stopped."
Nabhal Amin, deputy director of Iraq's National Museum
cried as she related that looters
had destroyed "170,000 items of
antiquity dating back thousands
of years ... They were worth billions of dollars."
Precious artifacts, ancient
pottery and statues were broken
and scattered in pieces everywhere.
She said "The Americans
were supposed to protect the
museum. If they had just one
tank and two soldiers nothing
like this would have happened. I
hold the American troops
responsible for what happened
to this museum."
Ali Mahmoud, an employee
at the museum also said that,
"This is the property of this
nation and is the treasure of
7,000 years of civili1.ation. What
does this country think it is
doing?"
On
Friday,
Defense
Secretary Donald Rumsfeld was
clearly angered by media
reports on the looting. He said
"It's untidy. And freedom's
untidy. And free people are free

to make mistakes and
commit crimes and do
bad things. They're also
free to live their Jives
and do wonderful
things. And that's
what's going to happen
here," as he outlined
the steps that would be
taken by U.S. soldiers
to put an end to the
looting.
The Marines were
set to cooperate with
the Iraqi police to carry
out patrols and a night
curfew would also be
enforced. U.S. soldiers
were also guarding a
number of important
places in Baghdad such A British soldier tries to maintain
as "a main water utility the order as looting continues In
and a major hospital, Baghdad.
power installations as
Brooks at a news conference in
well as the Oil Ministry.
Qatar
said, "Tikrit is not the only
Looting is not the only
place
where
we believe there is a
ongoing conflict in Baghdad. A
presence
of
regime forces or
marine was killed by a gunman
on Saturday near the Palestine regime leaders or regime activiHotel which housed many jour- ties. So there would still be work
nalists conducting war coverage. to be done beyond that."
"We still have a tremendous
Marines also came "under heavy
amount
of work to do in the
automatic fire on the west bank
weapons
of mass destruction
of the Tigris River, also near the
program,·
Brooks said. "We still
Palestine Hotel."
In other developments, the remain convinced that they are
U.S. is focusing its military present inside of the country
efforts on Tikrit, a city 90 miles and we will find them. It's going
to take time."
north of Baghdad.
Brigadaire General Vincent

who took office in January on
an ant i-corrupt ion t icket.
Gutierrez has repeatedly
clashed with the oppositioncontrolled congress over his
plans to clean up government.
Although there has never been
any suggestion that his life had
been threatened because of it.

chaos the trial of a man accused
of killing her and three other
teenage girls.
Natasha Ryan is back from
the dead. Four years and eight
months after she disappeared,
the 18-year-old has been found
hiding in a wardrobe. Police in
t he
northern
state
of
Queensland are interviewing
Natasha to find out why she
stayed hidden in her hometown
of Rockhampton for so long.
She went missing on her
way to school in August 1998.
Her family was cominced she
was murdered and held a
memorial sernce on her 17th
birthday.

Dead Aussie Teen
Alive
(BBC)- An Aust ralian
teenager who disappeared four
years ago has turned up alive,
living in the same town as her
family home. It has thrown into

The Hilltop

Larger than Giant
Squid Found
(Reuters)- In Wellington,
New Zealand a rare and dangerous squid with eyes the size
of dinner plates and scores of
razor-sharp hooks to snag its
prey has been caught by fishermen off Antarctica, New
Zealand scientists said on
Thursday.
The half-grown female
colossal squid is only the second intact example of the monster cephalopod known to have
been found, said marine biolo

See DECK page A9
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Indian .Town Crippled by Water Supply
march of fluoride victims to the
Governor's house.
Ram Prakash Sisodia, head
As the south east region of
of the administration in
Nalgonda, denies the allegations
the United States experiences
of inaction and claims, "This
daily showers and some regions
prepare for a possible flood, it is streets. Local distributors are
Managing director, John paralyzing bone diseases, problem has been there for ages.
interesting to note how different allowed to charge a nominal fee, Sexton, is seeking to increase stooped backs, crooked hands The typical underground rock
water woes plague people across but anyone suspected of racket- bills to finance pipe repairs.
and legs, deformed teeth, blind- formation with fluoride is the
eering the water supply is being
root cause of the problem. And
the globe.
But these are nothing com- ness and other handicaps.
A
United
Nations dealt with accordingly.
pared to the despair of one of the
Komati Reddy Venkat there is no solution other than
Population Fund Report noted
In London, the problem is districts in southern India, Reddy, a member of the Andhra bringing water from other areas
that water use has grown six fold not with the water, but with the Nalgonda, one of the poorest Pradesh legislative assembly through a pipeline."
and most drought-prone dis- representing Nalgonda district,
Shiva
Orie,
junior
in the past 70 years and labeled delivery.
water as, "... the resource that
More than a half of the tricts of Andhra Pradesh. In this points to the 18-year-old Communications major, said,
defines the limit of sustainable water pipes are over 100 years dusty village, which is just over Ramaswamy as, ·a symbol of "In this day and age, this isn't
development."
old and 30 percent arc over 150 100km from the state capital of our dreadful fate, our horren- something we should have to
In Iraq, the port of Umm years old. These aging pipes are Hyderabad, we witness the dous sufferings."
worry about. Cities and towns
Qasr has been forced to survive leaking water at an incredible destruction caused by high fluoRamaswamy doesn't look need to have a supply of good
several days without running rate in some areas. For instance, ride levels in the groundwater, older than five-years-old, is drinking water.·
water. Britain's 42 Squadron Thames Waters supplies only 15 10 to 12 parts per million (ppm) barely 34lbs, too weak to walk or
Sisodia claims that, ·we will
Royal Engineers turned on a percent of the population of in contrast with a maximum feed himself, blind, mentally ill, start pumping water to these vilwell, which they built, on England and Wales, yet a report level of a mere 1.5 ppm.
unable to recognize his own lages by June 2004." But even if
Sunday. The water is being car- last year stated that it leaked
\Vhen the fluorine content is name and with a physique com- his promises hold up, that year
may seem like an eternity to the
ried to distribution centers but over 860 mega-liters per day, toll high, it replaces calcium in pletely devastated by fluorosis.
local parties have begun hijack- which represents a third of its the bones a nd infiltrates the
Reddy underwent a hunger thousands already crippled by
ing the bottles to sell on the supply.
blood stream. This can lead to strike in March, and organized a the incurable disease.
By Sean Jackman
Hilltop Staff Writer

Water Woes

All roads lead to Rome

Afghanistan Focuses
on Rebuilding Army

Tutte le strade portano a Roma
By Jonathan Grannum
Hilltop Staff Writer

By Ria Marie Davis
Hilltop Staff Writer

Naples, Milan, Bari, Verona, Bologna, Venice,
Rome, just some of the many famous cities of that
well renowned nation- Italy. The Italian culture is a
strong one which has managed to impact various
aspects of life and lh~ng across the world.
So what do we know of this great country? Well,
we have the famed river boat rides of Venice, the
Vatican City - home of the Holy Father Pope John
Paul II, and of course, the leaning Tower of Pisa.
The Tower of Pisa is the bell tower of the
Cathedral. The construction of this tower carried
on for approximately two hundred years, which
included two long lapses in work. The tower is
approximately sixty meters high with a base
which is 19.6 meters in diameter. The tower is
formed by two concentric circles and is basically
a hollow cylinder throughout.
Currently, the tower is leaning at an inclination of 5.5 degrees toward the south. Up to this
date however, work is being done upon the
tower to ensure that it never becomes a ha1.ard.
Measurements such as air temperature,
seismic actions and dimensional variations
have been taken since 1991 to keep a close eye
on the movement of the tower.
At this point, the Committee for the safeguarding of the Tower of Pisa, has two main
concerns:
· the breaking of the fragile masonry with
the possible consequence of the collapse of
the entire structure;
• capsizing as a result of the breaking up
of the subsoil around the foundations.
Not to fear however, the committee has
several contingency plans to deal with any
extreme shifts in the tower's position. Jan. 1
saw the re-opening of the tower to the public after almost 12 years. Now you can visit
for about 15 Euro which is equivalent to
16.13 U.S. dollars (USD).
But as we mentioned earlier there is
much more one can immerse oneself in if
one ever were to visit. But unfortunately,
I'll have to leave that much up to you.
Which means you should probably get
P'HOTO('Ol RTFSY WWW.lllAOK )t,,f:T
on about it and get a ticket across there.
One can get a flight for approximately The famous Leaning Tower of Pisa, the bell tower
$500 depending on the dates you plan to of the Cathedral, stands at approximately sixty
meters high. Its base is 19.6 meters in diameter
travel this summer.
As an Italian might say, "Tutto ebene formed by two concentric circles. Currently, the
tower leans at 5.5 degrees south. Work is being
cio che finisce bene."
done
to ensure the inclination never becomes so
All is well that ends well. So get on
severe
as to cause a threat.
about it already.

Afghan President Hamid
Karzai has identified the recon•
struction of the national army
as the region's chief objective
for the next year.
Karzai, in an address to the
nation said, "Our main goals
are ensuring better peace and
stability and enforcement of a
broad-based people's government all over the country."
He said that "lack of full
security and stability would
hinder the attempt to rebuild
the country after 23 years of
civil war."
Warlords are a common
feature of this region and
decreasing the power of these
socially and politically disruptive forces has been a focal
point
for
the
Karzai
Administration.
The process of "disarming
and demobilizing" thousands of
these bands of men will not be
easy as the cooperation of many
provincial chiefs is not expected.
However Karzai reiterated
that it was necessary for the
"peace and stability in the
country."
Funding of $125m for the
Administration's program will
come from Japan and the
United Nations, and Germany
has promised to assist in the
"reform of the police force."
Thus far, recruiting 70,000
men for the national army has
been difficult, partly because of
inadequate pay and poor conditions. Karzai said, "I have special words for the young. I want
them to join the national army
enthusiastically; joining the
national army has no specific
conditions."
Also
on
the
Administrations' agenda is the
work of infrastructure for the
reconstruction of roads, irriga-

DECK from AB

Zanubi Karamath tried fighting
off two thugs who snatched a
bag of money from her.
The feisty 60-year-old
owner of Karamath's told police
she struggled with the men for
mo re than three minutes,
before they wrestled away the
bag, which contained an undisclosed sum of money and her
personal documents.
The robbery took place outside the roti shop at Coffee
Street, San Fernando, around 6
p.m. on Thursday.
Police believe the thieves
had monitored the activities at
the shop for several days before

gist Steve O'Shea of New
Zealand's national museum.
A trawler caught the 150 kg,
330-pound squid in the subAntarctic Ross Sea about 3540
kilometers (2,200 miles) south
of Wellington. The squid was
eating Patagonian Toothfish,
which grow to two meters in
length, when it was caught. It
was dead when it was hauled
into the trawler and the
remains are now in the New
Zealand national museum.
The body of the colossal
squid is much bigger than the
giant squid, which can weigh up
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to 900 kg, 2,000 pounds when
fully grown. A giant squid's tentacles are up to 13 meters long,
compared with five meters on
the recovered creature.

Pakistan Cancels
South Asian
Gaines
(BBC)- Pakistan has cancelled the South Asian
Federation Games after postponing them three times, a
Pakistani sports body says.
The South Asian Sports
Federations approved the deci-

sion, citing international tension surrounding the war in
Iraq as the reason. Pakistan was
due to host the ninth federation
games 18 months ago but postponed them after the attacks in
the U.S. on Sept. 11. The country expects to lose up to 70 mil•
lion rupees ($1.2 million) from
the cancellation.

Trinidadian
Granny Fights
Bandits
(Trinidad Express)• Roti
Shop owner and grandmother

The Hilltop

tion systems and power supplies.
"The ground will be paved
for foreign and Afghan
investors all over Afghanistan,"
Karzai said.
Afghanistan's burly poppy
cultivation and opium industry
have fuelled the drugs and
heroin industry worldwide.
Brigadier
Ashfaq-ur•
Rasheed Khan, of Pakistan's
Anti-Narcotics
Force,
expressed concern at "the gravity of the situation," by stating
that: "the growth of opium
poppy
cultivation
in
Afghanistan this year was likely
to have serious implications for
drug enforcement efforts in
Pakistan." In response, he said
that, "The government would
try to eradicate the cultivation
of poppies and drug smuggling
with help from Britain."
But the question of reconstruction still remains.
Some villages are growing
tired of U.S. presence.
Villagers were critical of
the plans for the international
program of reconstruction and
complaints about the pace of
the work have been far-reaching.
For example, villagers complain that "repairs to a major
road between Kabul and
Kandahar will take longer than
it took to build."
There is also the concern
the war with Iraq will cause priorities to shift, leaving
Afghanistan in the destruction
that it is.
UN's chief representative
in Kabul, Lakhdar Brahimi,
admits that less time may be
committed to rebuilding
Afghanistan.
He says "in post-conflict
situations, would-be promises
tend to be forgotten as time
goes. And why should
Afghanistan be different?"

pouncing.
Karamath was
robbed as she was getting into
her car to take the money to a
bank. Her son, Shaffie
Karamath, said: "Both her
hands are blue and black from
the fight, but after it happen she
srand up next to the car for
three hours, thinking about
going after them."

Blair Meets
Sbnpsons
(Reuters)- British Prime
Minister Tony Blair put aside
his concerns about Iraq for a
few minutes to star as an ani-

Global Politics

And Now the
End is Near
By Jonathan Grannum
Hilltop Staff Writer

What defines an end? Is
there ever really an end to anything or just a temporary
pause?
For example, all our graduating seniors (God Bless them)
have come to the end of their
college career, or have they?
¼'hat exactly am I talking
about, this is a political column
right? At any rate, I have come
to the 'end' of my stint as a
political columnist. Trust me
this is the end; not just the end
of the school year but the end
of my little time spent as one
who would purport to write
with some degree of wisdom on
the stuff that makes chaos look
like a walk in the woods.
And for those of you aspiring conspiracy theorists out
there, I am not being directly or
indirectly forced by some all
powerful Aunty Samantha to
stop my ignorant rantings with
some vague threat concerning
my status as a non-resident F-1
student.
So, for the few of you out
there who actually read this
column, whether it be religiously or on occasion, what
have we learnt this year?
(Apart from the fact that I am a
mechanical engineering student with no 'real' qualifications to comment on politics).
I have discussed various
issues during our time together
and at the very least it has
helped me to think more about
the world sphere in a dimension that all of us should try to
examine it in once in a while. I
have raised points concerning
our true motives as voters and
politicians' true colors and
what our ideal politician would
look like.
Politics and politicians will
always concern a science which
not very many of us will understand until we get thoroughly
involved in it. In truth and in
fact we experience it everyday
in each of our lives and yet we
fail to pay to it the attention it
sometimes deserves. One per•
son said to me, it's as simple as
taking care of the people who
'get things done'. For me, its
complexity depends on your
approach. As in everything
else, difficulty is directly proportional to ignorance.
In the end, it all boils do"n
to us. For politics to truly work
to our benefit we have got to
get involved, otherwise it will
only serve those who show an
active interest.
As we have seen in the
past, the folks who have been
interested have not always had
our interests at heart. Think
about it.
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mated version of himself in an
episode of cult TV cartoon "The
Simpsons," a Downing Street
spokesman said on Saturday.
Blair, a longtime fan of the
show, spent a short time on
Friday recording a few lines of
dialogue for a special edition of
the hit series in which the dysfunctional yellow cartoon family come to Britain for a holiday.
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hat's News-

The Trouble With Boycotts

In Business and Finance

Protests Aimed Abroad
Have Local Rebound;
Multinationals React

•

Slump in Travel
Takes Global Toll
A steep decline in international

tourism has dealt a severe blow to
countless small businesses, entire industries and an already weak global
economy.
The slowdown. caused first by
terrorism fears. then diplomatic tensions over the war in Iraq and now
SARS. an epidemic that began in

Small World
Before fears of terrorism
and SARS, international
tourism was surging.
700

China and is now showing up in

Toronto. has hurt travel-related business everywhere. Hotels from Hong
Kong to Hollywood to Hamburg are
reeling, and airlines are canceling
1980
'85
'90
'95
'00 '02*
flights. The U.S.-based Air Transport
*2002 receipts data unavailable
Association said industrywide traffic
Source: United Nations World Tourism Organization
fell 10% for the week ended March
23-the week coalition forces invaded
Iraq. Since then, some U.S. carriers
has grown, however, the two compahave reported that overseas booknies are looking more like competiings have plunged 30% to 40% from
tors for advertising dollars. More
year-ago levels.
people on the Internet visit topThe slowdown is spotlighting just . ranked Google for Web searches than
how important tourism has become
No. 2 Yahoo, according to market reto the global economy. The World
search firm Nielsen/NetRatings.
Tourism Organization, a U.N. affiliate, counted 715 million trips to anSome in OPEC
other country last year, up more than
50% from 1990 and up more than 150% · Now Fear a Glut
from 1980. Foreign visitors spent $470
World oil producers appear to
billion in 2001 on travel, hotels, meals
have succeeded at keeping markets
and attractions in other countries.
well-supplied despite the war in Iraq
That amounts to about 5% of total
and disruptions elsewhere. Now, as
global economic output, the World
oil production from strike-torn
Tourism Organization says.
Venezuela returns to normal, some
"Since 11 September 2001, we
OPEC members are even beginning
have been experiencing the most seto worry that a glut could emerge and
rious crisis in the history of world
cause prices to crash.
tourism." Francesco Frangialli, secCrude-oil prices rose to about $40
retary-general of the World Tourism
a barrel in the weeks before the war.
Organization, said in a letter he
But prices have since dropped
wrote his members last month before
sharply, as traders bet the war might
SARS surfaced.
be over relatively quickiy with little
damage to Iraq's vast oil fields.
Is It the War
Lower oil prices are expected to
givB a boost to the struggling world
Or the Movies?
economy and help ease U.S. gasoline
With the nation at war, fewer
prices. But some members of the OrAmericans are marching off to the
ganization of Petroleum Exporting
movies.
Countries worry that prices could
Movie-ticket sales in the U.S.
continue their recent slide, destabihave been down each weekend since
the war in Iraq began. and the 2003
box office is off 8o/o from last year.
Now studio officials are trying to fig-

ure out whether to blame the downturn on the national mood or the selection of movies they are proffering-or both.
Historically, the movie business
has shrugged off calamitous times,
providing welcome escapist entertainment during recessions, wars
and the aftermath of catastrophes
like the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
That hasn't been the case since the
war in Iraq began, however. Exhibitor Relations Co., a box-office
tracking service, says that ticket revenue for the month of March was
down more than 15%. Figuring in
higher ticket prices, that means actual attendance was likely down
about 18% for the month.
"We think it's the mood.'' says
Robert Friedman, vice chairman of
Viacom Inc.'s Paramount Pictures.
But many in the film industry are
pointing elsewhere-to the lackiuster quality of Hollywood's offerings
in the first quarter of the year.

Yahoo Upgrades,
Aims at Google
Yahoo Inc., in an effort to challenge Google Inc., is enhancing its
technology to insert directly information such as maps, yellow-page
listings and weather forecasts into
search results.
The company is trying to offer
more relevant, precise and comprehensive data in response to Web
users' search queries. For instance,
if you type "New York weather" into
the search-query box. Yahoo will return weather symbols and information about the forecast for New York
at the top of the search results. Currently, such a search on Yahoo typically returns a list of sites that offer
weather forecasts, requiring users to
click on links to those sites to get specific .data. The new search technology is designed to eliminate at least
one step for users.
Google sells its search services to
Yahoo, which uses them on its own
online site. As Google's popularity

lizing oil markets, and are consider-

ing reining in production to stem fur-

are being picketed. In Bologna, Italy.

fill shopping carts with merchandise,
stand in line and then once a cashier
scans the items, they walk out, leaving the products behind and chanting
antiwar slogans.
Wal-Mart hasn't taken any steps
to counter such tactics, a spokesman
said. And despite the disruptions, tile
demonstrations haven't hurt sales,
the retailer said. "It's antiwar sentiments, not anti-Wal-Mart," said John
Menzer, chief executive of Wal-Mart
International.
Multinational companies also are
banding together to protect themselves. The chief trade association in
Washington for foreign firms, the Organization for International Investment, is working to assemble an antiboycott coalition with the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. the National Association of Manufacturers and other
U.S. business groups, and it recently
commissioned Mr. Newhouse's political research firm, Public Opinion
Strategies. to track consumer sentiment.
Trying to Deflect

U.S. and European executives
"are aghast that the economic waters
are being roiled by some political actions .that clearly haven't been
thought through," said Willard Workman, an international-trade specialist at the U.S. Chamber. Mr. Workman has distributed "talking points"
that helP. U.S. firms seeking to calm
angry war opponents by disavowing
any influence over President Bush.
Boycotts of foreign companies. the
chamber says, "historically have
never changed their governments'
policies."
Michelin's experience suggests
such a message may work. After the
firm began to be targeted by angry
politicians and consumers in February, it quickly drew up a response. "A
boycott of Michelin products in the
U.S. wouldn't be a boycott of French
products.'' the firm's North America
division told inquiring consumers. "It
would be a boycott against American
products, made in 17 U.S. factories,
located in seven states."
Cris Prystay, Ann Zimmerman and Erin
White contributed to this article

ther price declines.

B- School Contests
Attract Recruiters
In the tough job market for those
with M.B.A.'s. many recruiters say
the edge in landing jobs and plum internships increasingly belongs to
students who take part in case competitions.
These are typically contests sponsored by a business school or an organization involving teams of candidates for a master's in business administration who have to solve some
sort of business problem. There is
usually a cash prize-and a chance
for students to schmooze and network with company executives.
The competitions give students
the chance to solve "real world"
problems. That is why more recruiters are also using them as a way
of identifying top candidates, business schools say. Companies want
hires who can hit the ground running
at a time when employers don't want
to spend money on training.

Odds & Ends
The contract concessions that

American Airlines tentatively won
from its unions have run into so
much employee resistance that
union leaders are coming back to
management to ask for changes ....
McDonald's Corp. announced an ambitious agenda of changes that will
encompass everything from increasing its dividend to the seasoning on
its hamburgers.
By Jay Hershey

How to contact us:
Campus Edition@wsj.com
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• How to make career decisions that
don't limit your future prospects.

• Corporate misdeeds, legal investigations heighten demand for forensic accountants.
• Is a Ph.D. necessary to advance in
science careers?
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By GLENN R. SIMPSON
s diplon1atic tensions over
Iraq peaked at the United
Nations in late February
and U.S. patriotic fervor
swelled, the South Carolina state legislature took
up a resolution calling for a boycott of
French products.
By vowing to block a U.S.-backed
measure on disarming Iraq at the
U.N. Security Council, France gave
"aid and comfort" to Saddam Hussein, the measure asserted. Under
the circumstances, "it makes no
sense to buy French products, goods
and services." The resolution passed
the state House, 90-9. The overwhelming vote in favor of a boycott
wasn't surprising: South Carolina is
a famously protectionist and patriotic bastion of U.S. manufacturing.
If such a boycott gained consumer
support, one of the biggest losers
could have been Group Michelin SA.
But then something most unexpected
happened: Instead of deflating the
French firm's famous Michelin Man,
lawmakers abruptly backed down.
The state Senate never took up the
measure. Many of the Michelin tires
sold in the U.S., it turned out, are
made in South Carolina, where the
company employs 6,000 people.
"The global economy is so interconnected today, you'd be shooting
yourself in the foot," said South Carolina Commerce Secretary Bob
Faith.
Around the world, noisy boycotts
and protests are targeting many
multinational companies in the wake
of the invasion of Iraq. In the U.S.,
those protests are aimed at the
French and Germans, while opponents of the war are focusing on
American companies.
In the Indian city of Calcutta, antiwar protesters attacked a shop
owned by Nike Inc., while in Argentina, Wal-Mart Stores Inc. outlets

both sides of the Atlantic fear boycotts will spread, they are discovForeign Affairs
ering that consumer support for
Foreign-based companies' economic activity
them is shallow.
in the U.S.
In a recent survey of American
voters conducted for a group of
~+
Totalas®ts;
6.5
foreign multinationals, Washing$5,0
i~ tril .IOflS. {feft axis}
ton pollster Neil Newhouse found
that nearly a third of boycott sup4J) .... TQt~ljo.bs;1n diilli()OS
60
porters said they would abandon
(light ax~)
their plans to spurn some "for5.5
3.0
eign" goods if they knew that
those products were made by
Americans in the U.S. Nudged a
5,0
2.0
bit further, some 60% of those who
said they were inclined toward
4_5
boycotts agreed that "because
many French and German prod4.0
ucts sold in the U.S. are made in
this country by U.S. workers, the
'00
'90
U.S. economy would suffer if
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis
Americans stopped buying these
products."
In th.e U.S., Europe and Asia,
police last week defused a bomb outthere have been huge increases in
side an office of International Busiforeign investment over the past two
ness Machines Corp. One of the most
decades. By 2000, foreign firms. exconcerted attacks has been against
cluding banks, employed 6.4 million
Coca-Cola Co .• whose competitors in
U.S. workers with a payroll of some
parts of the Arab world are seeking to
$330 billion, the Commerce Departpaint Coke as the soft-drink of the inment says. Some 45% of all U.S. prifidel.
vate investment abroad goes to the
Little Effect
European Union, and the EU invests
•
an equal proportion in the U.S. At the
For all the noise, though, most
same time, sales by U.S. affiliates in
companies and trade associations
2000 totaled $236 billion in Germany
say the protests have yet to bring any
and $137 .5 billion in France, a Johns
significant dent in. sales. The brief
Hopkins study found.
life of South Carolina's anti-French
One U.S.-based fast-food giant is
boycott shows how multinationals
using an old-fashioned tactic to overare working to keep a lid on the
come political passions: a big sale. In
threat. Michelin produced a set of reIndonesia. where KFC Corp. is under
sponses for its U.S. employees and
siege by Muslim students protesting
managers, and other firms have quithe Iraq war, the firm has responded
etly begun to mobilize lobbyists, pollby adding deeply discounted chicken
sters and public-relations specialists.
balls to its menu.
Multinational companies also are
"No matter what, at the end of the
employing services that monitor the
day, customers here look at price,"
Internet for new attacks so they can
said Mario Ledres, general manager
be countered quickly.
of finance at PT Fastfood Indonesia,
More broadly, ,these companies
the local franchisee of KFC.
are being aided by the new realities
Wal-Mart has seen antiwar activiof globalization, which have reties at its stores in numerous counshaped the politics of consumer boytries, including Germany, Argentina
cotts. Japanese and German auto
and Mexico. At some outlets, protestmanufacturers make cars in the U.S.,
ers plaster leaflets on cars in parking
employing thousands of workers.
lots saying: "Don't Buy American."
France's Sodexho supplies meal raIn Germany, activists have taken the
tions-made in Maryland-to the
idea of a walkout a· step further. They
U.S. military. And even as firms on
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Many Do
Their Part
By Eating
By KATY McLAUGHLIN
he war in Iraq is changing
not just the way Americans
travel or watch TV, but also
what they eat.
Restaurants and chefs
around the country are reporting unusually high demand for
high-calorie foods, from hamburgers
and macaroni and cheese to prepared
foods that are easier to take home and
eat in front of the news. Rouge, an upscale bistro in Philadelphia, sold 560
hamburgers in the first week of the
war- nearly twice the usual number.
The American Personal Chef Association says its 3.000 members-essentially cooks-for-hire who do a week's
worth of meals for busy familieshave seen a surge of interest in "pot
roasts, pot pies and hearty soups."
The tendency to cope with national crises by indulging in food is
becoming a pattern. During the first
Gulf War, and immediately alter the
2001 terrorist attacks, Americans ate
more take-out and consumed more fat
and calories according to several
studies. And while it's still too early to
have national statistics on food sales
over the past few weeks, diet companies .say _they are already seeing
warning signs. Nutricise, .which does
diet counseling by e-mail, says that of
the 4,000 members who responded to
a recent survey, 70% -are eating as
much as 20% more Calories and more
fat since the war began. They are eating "mostly sweets and cakes and
cookies," says Charles Platkin of Nutricise.
With the nation in what amounts
to crisis mode !or more than a year
and a half, restaurants have had
plenty of time to adjust to the times.
Sit-down chains like Applebee's and
Chili's are making big investments in
take-out, putting in separate entrances and hiring dedicated employees for it. Indeed, Applebee's International says take-out is the fastestgrowing segment of its chain's business. Phone up Romano's Macaroni
Grill, an Italian-themed chain, and
place a pick-up order-and when you
drive into the parking lot, a waiter
will run your food out to you before
you even turn off the engine. (The order-taker asks what you drive when
you place the order.)
Unhealthy food isn't the only hot
seller. Costco, the warehouse retailer, notes that in addition to an
uptick in sales of bulk bottled water
and batteries, wine sales are unusually strong, too.
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Carnival
With a
Twist
TWIST from A2
I went home with a sore rear
end.
•
Carnival is an event everybody should experience,
whether it's in Brazil, Trinidad
& Tobago, or Dominican
Republic.
I had a wonderful time
dancing and watching more
than 200 floats showcase the
benuty of the Dominican culture.
The experience takes
place during the final days of
February, although it is celebrated on every weekend of
February and, in some case,
until the beginning of March
there arc other dates on
which certain towns celebrate
other carnivals.
However, none match the
ii;itensity and creativity that
have become the cornerstones of the February
Carnival that is loved by the
entire nation.
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Carroll Parrot Blue Presents Multimedia Book
Crispin Brooks said. "It is
amazing the technology that
will allow such projects to be
quilt with each patch of the done."
quilt containing a different
The audience also had
part of the story. Infused into questions on the design of
the project is black art, crafts the multimedia project and
and music. Students who the programs used.
attended were amazed at the
"Myself and another percomplexity of the project.
son designed the whole proj"There is so much infor- ect and we told 15 other peomation contained in the story ple how to finish the project,"
that I am afraid that r would Blue said. • All of the promiss something," senior grams and equipment that
print journalism major we used can be found right

BOOK from A2

here at Howard. Students in
the new millennium are lucky
because they are exposed to
this technology. I was never
exposed to this before."
Brooks wanted to know
what skills were needed to
put together a project of this
magnitude.
"One of the skills that are
needed is poetry skills," Blue
said. "Many times in universities they do not teach poetry writing to filmmakers and
it is important that filmmak-

crs possess this quality."
Jacqueline Smith, a junior
Laura· Harris, a writer print journalism major.
"Most people would stop
and employee of Howard
University, wanted to know researching when they came
where all of the photographs across something that was
for the project came from.
hard," Smith said. "You influ"I got all of the photo- ence me greatly by your
graphs and pictures from my strength to dig so deep into
aunt," Blue said. "It is impor- your life."
Blue is a feature filmtant when you arc doing a
project like this that you start maker and photographer.
She is also a professor at San
from sources close to you."
The depth at which Blue Diego State University.
researched her own personal
life to write the book amazed
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Linkin Park's Brad Delson Shares Perspective
By Avi Ghosh
Daily Mississippian (U.
Mississippi)

Letter to
My Mother
By Jozen Cumming.~
Life and Style Editor

Dear Mom:
Every week you read my
work on the internet, and you
have read almost everything I've
wrote since high school, so for
my last column I decided to
write one just for you.
Jknow it isn't Mother's Day,
and you're birthday isn't until
November and I still have
another year left before I graduate, but it doesn't matter, I needed to write you now.
For the past month thing.s
have been hard on us. The insurance on my car has expired. My
car needs more work done to
pa,;,; inspection, I have to get
ready to move to New York for
an internship I won't e,·en be
getting paid for. My sister is in
school too and all you do is
work. work, and more work.
Seems like no matter how much
better things get, when they get
had, they get really bad,
Through my three years
here, you have seen it all from
me. rve called you up in tears
and you have done the same to
me. We're the same people practically, because that's how we
deal with things, we cry our
problems away. There's been
times when you get that credit
card bill and you want to kill me,
or you sec how many minutes
I've gone over on my cell phone
and again, you want to kill me.
I.1st semester I told you about
how my grades weren't going to
be anything you should boast
about to your friends, and while
you understood, I know you
,,'anted to kill me.
But through all the tears,
through all the emotions we
have been through, you have
remained patient with me. I've
seen people come and go
because they can't afford to stay
in school, but I have never had
to do the same. As a matter of
fact. you have never even considered me coming home for a
semester to be an option. We
know we're not rich, even
though financial aid assumes we
are. I know you're not making a
whole of money, but you have
paid for my tuition out of your
back pocket.
Despite these obstacles you
have seen them through. For
three years you have done e,·erything you can to let me pursue
my dreams. With very little help
from the outside, you've pulled
your weight. For this I want to
thank you.
Even after I get my degree
and make a whole lot of money,
I know I won·t reach my goal,
because no amount of money
can represent the one goal I
want to reach, which is to be like
you.
Only God can exceed your
kindness and the mercy you
have shown me. \\Tith a degree
in hand there are so many things
I can become in life, but all I
really want to be is the person
you are .. I would do anything for
you to be happy, and as many
times you have said that you're
proud of me, I still aim to
become the man you have
prayed for me to be.
We only have one more year
to go mom, and things are
bound to get more difficult, but
we11 be okay. I promise.

(U-WIRE) OXFORD, Miss.
- With album sales ranking at
8 million, a highly acclaimed
DVD under their belt and an
annual festival-style tour they
can call their own, it's hard to
believe that Linkin Park just
released their svphomore
effort two weeks ago.
Debuting at No. 1 on the
Billboard charts, "Meteora"
proves thdt Linkin Park has an
undeniable staple in the commercial music world; the band
is clearly one of the world's
biggest bands right now.
The band is gearing up for
their first U.S. headlining tour
in support of "Meteora" beginning this week. It's the second
version of their annual
"Projekt Revolution" tour, and
this time around they plan on
hitting some of the smaller
markets such as Little Rock,
Ark., and Memphis, Tenn.
In an act of kindness,
respect and support toward the
nation's troops, the band is
inviting all U.S. servicemen
and women, as well as their
families to be guests at any of
their upcoming shows during
this tour.
I had the pleasure of chatting with the band's guitar
player and founding member,
Brad Delson, for a candid conversation over the phone two
hours before the band was to
hit the stage for their kick off
show at State College, Pa.
Daily Mississippian: Let's
talk about the "Projekt
Revolution 2003" tour. Is it
going to be an annual event
you guys headline, kind of like
what Korn was to the Family
Values tour?
Brad Delson: Yes! It's

PHOTO COURTESY Of LINl(IHPAAK COM

Brad Delson, one of the founders of Linkln Park, blazes on
his guitar.
something we'd like to headline and do every year if we
can. We are a band that enjoys
all kinds of music ranging from
alternative rock to hip-hop.
The tour is really the band's
idea of putting together leaders
artistically in their own genres.
We like placing bands that
are on the cutting edge of
things and shake things up a
bit. Last year we toured with
Cypress Hill. This year we have
Mudvayne, a monstrous heavy

X Factor Coming
to Blackburn
By Ebony Simpson
Hilltop Staff Writer

new environment, by the.
second
semester,
he'd
already shot his first piece, a
The second annual X five-minute film on a subject
productions film festival is matter, he'd rather not talk
scheduled to take place on about.
Thurs., Apr. 17, in Blackburn
The group, which is precenter. Roughly 13 shorts dominately
male,
was
films will be screened, times formed with the goal of
spanning, from three to being a brotherhood. A sup30 minutes. The festival will port system of aspiring film
showcase dramas, a special makers, who could join
effects piece, a few abstracts heads and hands and work
and a comedy, free of
on each other's
charge.
class projects
X productions con•
any
sist of 12 Howard
University students.
There's
a production
team, a writ•
ing team and a
business team.
The executive
producer
and
founder, Mateen
Williams is a sophomore film major and aspir- extracurricular projects.
ing film director, with a surThe X symbolizes the
prisingly close resemblance unknown in a mathematical
to first-rate film director equation and it represents
Spike Lee. He refers to this versatility. According to
resemblance as an "optical Abdullah the group is filled
illusion.•
with a variety of personaliThe idea of X produc- ties and creative talents.
tions was conceived when he
"Our plots and themes
was still a student a are original, we are wellBethune- Cookman. The col- rounded because of the diflege didn't have a film pro- ferent personalities," he
gram so he majored in radio says. "Shay (production
and television production. team) has a real creative
At the time, he also had his imagination, he provides
own photography business. entertainment and makes
He transferred to Howard, you think," says Abdullah,
in order to pursue his dream referring to one of the
of being a film director. His
first semester here, he
focused on adjusting to his See X page B2

metal band that incorporates
some really neat visual elements with their stage show.
Xzibit, one of our favorite
MC's is on the bill, as well as
Blindside, a band that we
toured with during the LPU
[Linkin Park Underground]
tour.
The glue of the entire event
will be provided by the Gorilla
Union. They are like this eclectic hip-hop act that will be
playing in between the sets.

DM: So essentially, it's
really just a seamless show?
Brad: Exactly. From the
second you walk in door, you'll
have live entertainment. There
are no gaps. It's continuous
from beginning to end.
DM: This summer you
guys are doing the Metallica
"Summer Sanitarium• tour.
What made you guys go for
that instead of something like
the "Ozzfest"?
Jlrad: The guys in the band
[Metallica] asked us to tour
with them quite some time
ago. Unfortunately, during
that time we were in the middle of different obligations and
commitments.
This time around though,
we made it a point to get on
their tour from the second
they started talking about it.
When I was growing up and
learning to play guitar they
were pretty much the guys I
looked up to. They are legendary. It'll be an honor and
exciting experience to share
the stage with those guys.
DM: Listening to your new
album, "Meterora," I noticed
all these lush synthesizer and
loop
elements
present
throughout the songs. What
was your approach in turning
these multi-layered and textured songs into the live
atmosphere?
Brad: It's funny because
during the studio sessions, I
would come up \\;th a riff and
Mike [Shinoda] would immediately be like 'How the hell are
you gonna pull that off live?'
and my response was always
'We'll deal with it later.'
We literally had to spend
an entire month of pre-production just to piece together
everything and make the live
show as close a representation
to the album as possible, something I feel we've achieved.

DM: Talking about the
recording stages, what was the
songwriting process like for
"Meteora?" Did songs originate from just a guitar riff and
built from the ground up, or
was the creative process fairly
organic?
Brad: The writing process
was fairly flexible. Sometimes I
may come up with a riff and
dump it into Pro-Tools - we
do everything on Pro-Tools, by
the way - and Mike will cut it
up or rearrange it and put a
beat or a bass line to it.
Rob would then work with
the beat until he came up with
something he liked and dump
it right back into Pro-Tools.
Sometimes it would be the
other way around.
It really depended from
song to song. The only standard thing in the entire process
was probably lyric writing,
which always came last. Mike
and Chester would listen to the
music and work with the vibe
and mood accordingly with the
lyrics and topics they wrote
about.
DM: I know you mentioned Metallica as being an
influence on you growing up.
What other artists or bands
w<Juld you say shaped the person you are musically?
Brad: Well, I was a really
big Metallica fan when I was
13. I'm 25 now and I've really
picked up a lot of different
things along the way. There
was a time when all I listened
to was the Cure and the
Smiths, and when I got on into
college I was really into hiphop acts like Public Enemy. I'd
say my favorites range from U2
to Nine Inch Nails to Depeche
Mode to the Roots. 1 even like
Dave Matthews.

See linkln PAGE B2

Commentary: Confessions
of a Junk Show Addict
By Ken ..ya Rankin
Contributing Writer

If I hear another person say
that college is supposed to be "the
time of my life," I'll throw myself
down the stairs at RFK Stadium.
Maybe college is all cliches
when your parents pay tuition; or
your grades don't matter because
you have a warm chair waiting in
the boardroom of your family's
office building; or you are the
uninteresting and wunterestcd
type who hangs in your room all
clay and was treated last semester
for bed sores - but I have a real
life.
But I write all of this to say
that I don't watch 1V often. I'm
just too busy. It's never particularly bothered me before, but
now, as I sit at my desk, pouring
over the myriad things that annoy
me, I realize that this is on my list,
right below roommates who
think they know how to wash
dishes, and noncommittal boyspace-friends.
And judging by my peers,
who are all normal college students (if you can call them that), I
don't find my lack of time in front
of the electric babysitter to be

strange. What I do
find odd is what I
watch when I do get
a chance to tune in.
As a journalism
major, the School of
Communications
charges me with
reading, downloading and watching
the news everyday. I
can honestly say
that before the war,
I fell asleep and
woke up to CNN
Headline
News
most
mornings
lect for a quick fix of ego-boostbecause bedtime was pretty ing, televised smut.
much the only opportunity I had
I don't know what it is.
to tum the television on.
Maybe my bUSY lifestyle necessiBut now that we are experi- tates that when I do get to watch,
encing war infotainment overkill, I mu.~t really turn into a vegI can't bring myself to turn to etable. Maybe the fact that I give
Channel 6. In the absence of 113 percent to everything I do has
hard-hitting broadcast journal- spilled over into my viewing
ism, I've become a junk show habits, and I must see 'IV at it's
whore.
worse to feel like I'm getting the
A brief rundown of what I've total experience. Maybe, and I'm
caught at least 10 minutes of in partial to this excuse, there just
the past few days will help you to isn't anything good on television
understand. On Sunday, I caught anymore.
the first of two very special
Sensationalism has long
episodes of "The Simpsons" on been the MO for stations like
FOX. While I studied for a FOX and M1V, whose shows are
finance test on Monday, I listened the progenitors of reality shows,
to LaToya Jackson's "E! True but have we really become a sociHollywood Story" and BET's ety that enjoys watching Bush's
"UnCut". On Tuesday, I watched war games in real time? I main15 minutes of "Beavis and tain that we are not. Indeed, we
Butthead Do America" and, are a nation who wants to know
(gasp!) VH1's "I Love '88." Oh, just how stupid Anna Nicole
and "Dismissed" was in there Smith really is!
during a rare break between
It seems that hilarious dating
classes.
shows (Blind Date, anyone) and
America's guilty pleasures "star" tell-alls are most interestindeed! Who hasn't watched one ing things left. "Living Single"
of these shows? I'm willing to bet lives no more, and "ER" has gone
my broken remote (complete to hell without Dr. Green. (Am I
with dirty scotch tape) that I'm
not the only one selling my intelSee JUNK page B2
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Linkin Park's Brad Delson Shares Perspective
thought about doing music as a set on becoming a lawyer, until me out in my critical thinking
career. It was just something I all this happened. I made the skills. I'm able to observe and
DM: You attended UCLA did for fun with my friends on choice to go with music, even learn much more from my surand have a degree in mass the side. I mean we had goals though at the time it seemed rounding5.
Personally, I feel the purcommunications. There is for what we wanted to achieve disastrous.
but
nothing
like
what
it
has
DM:
I'm
sure
you're
glad
pose
of an undergraduate
something to be said about
you
did
that.
Did
your
degree
degree
is to help gain different
having that academic back- become.
We started out by getting a help you out with your music perspectives on various things.
bone with your music career.
It helps people gain a better
Did you look at school as your publishing deal and later land- career?
Brad: Definitely. I think understanding and objective
backup plan and music as your ed a recording contract. I was
main future, or was it the other literally taking LSAT prep for just about any undergradu- on the world, their surroundcourses my senior year when ate liberal arts major, there is ings, just about everything in
way around?
Brad: Honestly, I never we were getting ready to the such a long-term value in what general. I think it's good to
sign the deal. I was pretty dead you get out of it. It has helped value a good education for

LINKIN from B1

JUNK from B1
the only one who cried?) Even
the shows that once put me to
sleep are trying to get into the
act.
Why in the hell is Barbara
Walters l<lssing somebody's
momma in primetime?
I just talce solace in the fact
that popular culture is cyclical,
and this trend will soon pass the
remote to some new era of
broadcasting, for better or worse.
But in the meantime, I will not
hide in the shadows, conducting
my hoe activity on the low.
That's what oollege is for.

'

what it is, not necessarily treat
it as a means to an end.
DM: Many people consider
you guys as the pioneers of
where rock and rap music is
headed. What do you think
about these claims?
Brad: Well first of all, we
weren't the first band to combine these styles of music. Just
look at the Beastie Boys, for
example. We basically put
together our electronic, hiphop, and alternative rock influ-

ences and made it into our own
unique inter pretation. We
invented our own version, but
we didn't start the combination
by any means. It's great to have
influences, but for music to
truly evolve, you have to take
the feeling behind the music
you love and turn that into
something of your own, something we keep striving to do as
a band.

X Factor Coming to Blackburn
X from B1
group's star players.
Abdullah is searching for
more female energy to add
to the production team. He
presently has a woman
writer and public relations
specialist, but he has been
looking for a female director
since last semester.
The goal of the production team is to produce a
variety of films that present

different images of black
people today. This is in
response to the degrading
stereotypical images of
blacks in films that Abdullah
feels is so prevalent. "The
goal is to do positive films
that are out of the norm. A
lot stuff we see on TV is typical, a lot of it is similar to the
minstrel shows," he says.
The target audience
members are high school and

college students. Abdullah
has opened invitations to
surrounding colleges like
Georgetown and American
University, as well as high
school students with interests in the arts and the surrounding D.C. community.
In the future, the group
aspires to appeal to a larger
audience. They intend to do
cross-cultural films that take
place in different geographi-

cal settings. 1'he plan is also
to tap into every genre
including abstract, sci-fi,
horror, mystery, suspense,
love stories, comedy and
children's story.
According to Abdullah, X
productions, expects full
support from fellow students.
"Last year's film festival
filled 95 percent of the
seats", says Abdullah. The
group has been receiving a

lot of support from faculty
members including professors They have served as
mentors, co nducted workshops on film production
techniques, and provided critiques to near-completed
works.
With all of these plans in
place students will soon be
able to figure out what X
equals.
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ResFest A Success, But
Only For Some Students

E-ma ll e ssay s to
s ing letarym@was hpost . com
Deadline Saturday, Aprtl 6, 2003
Claim your prize at The Washington Post Financi al Plann ing
Semina r (Bl a ckburn Cent e r 12:00 p.m.)on April 7 th , 200 3 and
learn m o re about:
• Gettin g money for graduate/professional school
•Consolidating bills/Investing
•

St artin g your own busin ess
•

•

Buying a house

Your Cred it Score and ....... .

FREE REFRESHMENTS! FREE REFRESHMENTS!
FREE REFRESHMENTS! FREE REFRESHMENTS!

Washington Post Out of
Line for Stereotyping
When a company or any assumed materialism of comfortable
with
being
entity has a partnership with young black students. The stereotyped as people desa University, one would allusion to the Cash Money t ined to remain on the conassume that these t wo
sumer end of capiwork together and have
talism?
a r elationship based on
We would venm utual respect.
lure to say t hat no,
But with the recent
we are not and the
pu blication
of
an
Washington
Post
advertisemen t for a
was ou t of line for
seminar
entitled
assuming this and
"Raising
Your
playing on t hat
Financial IQ,• this
ignorant assumprespect factor is question with this ad.
tion ab le.
The Washington
The advertisement
Post should step it
that was placed in The
up and take a long
H illtop
by
The - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - look at their relaWashington Post caused us song "I'm Still Fly" was taste- tionship with this University
to question just h ow th e less altogether in that the ad and the students they are
newspaper views Howard was for a seminar on person- supposed to he helping.
students.
al financial literacy.
There is no reason that a
A full page ad recently
It is sad that these are company with which we have
placed read, "Gator Boots the methods used to try t o a partnership should be perand Gucci Suits."
grab students' attention petuating negative stereoTh is was a b latantly about financial literacy. As types of Howard students.
stereotypical
ad
that youn g people in pursuit of
attempted to cater to the higher education, are we

Our View:

The advertisement run by
the Washington Post was
stereotypical and inappropriate.

Last week, the campus of
Howard University enjoyed the
festivities of the 14th annual
ResFest put on by the Office of
Residence Life. Students participated in a dorm step show, basketball tournament, swimming
competition, spades competition,
talent show, field day,
and a host of other
activities. While all of
the events were funfilled and garnered a
large turnout, there
was one problem. One
BIG problem. Students
who do not live on campus could not compete
in any of the events or
win prizes.
Considering the
wonderful prizes that
were offered, this was a
big deal. How does free housing
sound? What about a Rolex
watch, or better yet, thousands of
dollars in cash? Such were the
prizes offered for the drawing
that was held on Saturday.
After the housing crisis that
has been going on for the past
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officials have told the students
that the curriculum was not
approved because of the budget
and other reasons. However,
money is not what these students
are after - they have th e

Our View:

in this program for the past four
years are just now being told that
their curriculum is not approved.
It is too late for some seniors to
apply to other grad uate programs in physical therapy at
other schools, so
what is their
option?
Their
plans to continue
their
physical
therapy education
here at Howard
have been virtually ruined. The
severity of this crisis was recognized
by the NAACP last
week when representatives came in
support of the
physical therapy
students on Saturday.
As the first HBCU to have a
Physical Therapy program , it is
sad that this is the place where
the program is being threatened.
Even if you are not a physical
therapy student, this is something that we should all be concerned with.

The University should
approve the Doctorate of
Physical Therapy
Curriculum for physical
therapy students.
resow-res they need in their program. What they need is the
approval of their curriculum so
that they can the degree that they
have worked so hard for. Sadly,
the Board of Trustees has n ot
even voted on the approval yet. It
is utterly unfair that they should
be deprived for any reason.
TI1e students that have been

Our View:

dents who do not reside in the
University's residence halls. The
reality of living off campus hit
some students hard d uring
ResFest. Sure, they could attend
certain events, but they were
ineligible to compete. What
about all the students who wanted to participate in
the events, n ot to
mention have a
chance to win some
of those great prizes,
but who live off
campus?
For many students, it is not their
fault that they are
off campus - the
lottery just wasn't
kind to them. So by
not being able to
participate
in
ResFest, students may have felt
left out or even discriminated
against.
ResFest is a wonderful event
each year, but perhaps it should
be revamped to incorporate the
entire student body ne.xt time.

Though the ResFest was a
success, it was unfair that
off-campus students could
not co,npete.
freshmen who were supposedly
guaranteed housing again their
sophomore year) found that
themselves without housing and
searching for off-campus housing.
As a result of all this drama,
we now have plenty of active stu-
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L a uren Bayne Anderson
Editor-in-Chief

Physical Therapy Students
Fight for their Degrees
The Physical Therapy students of the College of Pharmacy,
Nursing, and Allied Health
Sciences held protests last week
in front of the Administration
building. To say that these students were angiy is an
understatement. When
looking at the facts, we
understand why.
Physical Therapy students are facing problems
of accreditation, b ut not
by the officials from the
Accrediting Body of
Physical Therapy, the
n ational board that
accredits physical therapy
programs. The shocking
part of this situation is
that the fate of these students' graduate program
is not being threatened by the
n ational board, but by Howard
University officials.
The University has not
approved the school's DPT
(Doctorate of Physical Therapy)
curriculum, despite the fact that
it was approved by the
Accrediting Body of Physical
Therapy in fall 2002. University

•
couple of years, Howard
has seen
an increase in the number of students who live off campus regardless of classification. In
2001, hundreds of students were
housed in the Double Tree Hotel
in Crystal City, and in the spring
of 2002, many people (even
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Architecture, the Good, Bad and Ugly
Kenni A. Walker
In response to the recent
article written on the School of
Architecture's accreditation
status and the views expressed
by our students, I have to intervene by clarifying some things.
As a fourth year architecture student, I have seen the
good, the bad and the ugly in
architecture. Yes, there have
been times when I felt like it
was the worst place in the
world, but through experience
I've realized that I am a member of an elite institution,
which has produced some of
the best architects in the country and better yet the world.
Let me put some facts out
there. Of the nationally registered architects, only one percent are African Americans and
of this one percent, only 130
are women, and here's where
Howard University School of
Architecture comes into play,
60 percent of those architects
are graduates of Howard's
School
of
Architecture.
Apparently they've been doing
something right.
When it comes to comparing our facilities to architecture
programs at other universities,
I received a great reality check
last summer when I received a
fellowship at one of the top

ArJ. ~ +¼- ~eJI 6.J<ve f'.c¼s:

(H~1~ ~0vrst1.P Joe-svi'-~ 4,U~I Sl,AO({lf\\~J
architecture programs in the
country. When I saw their facilities and workspaces, something was familiar. Then I realized the desks, the studios, and
the facilities were the same as
they are at Howard. To my fellow architecture students, wake
up and smell the coffee. If you
expect Howard to provide you
with things such as t-squares
and desktops, you need to start
your own architecture schools.
Besides, if you're still using at·

square you need to change your
major; real architects don't use
I-squares.
Yne issue of spending more
time outside of architecture is
one I must also comment on.
For those of you who don't
know, Architecture is a fiveyear program requiring 171
credits to receive a Bachelors of
Architecture. As part of our
requirements we have to take a
six-credit class every semester
for four years. Now, to some of

you, this may sound like a valid
prison sentence, but to us
architecture majors it's just
what we need to do to get out.
We spend just as much time in
school as doctors do and get
paid teachers' salaries. It is a
time-consuming major, which
requires patience, commitment
and more than anything a true
love for the profession.
To those architecture students who want to spend more
time in other majors, I'm sure

you'll be allowed to if you want
to spend seven years to get your
degree instead of five. If that
doesn't make sense to you, like
I said before save yourself the
time and change your major.
It's ARCHITECTURE people they told you it wouldn't be
easy. But I guess you didn't
believe them.
In regards to the accreditation, to be honest, yes there are
things that need to be fixed just
like every other school on this
or any other campus. I do hope
these issues are addressed, but
if you have ever been in the
School of Architecture, it is evident that we are producing
quality students who represent
Howard University very well
across the world. The accreditation committee made it quite
clear that they see this in our
students, our instructors, and
our work.
Note to the constant complainers in architecture: Wake
up and become a real architecture student or one of two
things will happen; you won't
last five years and will end up
changing your major, or you'll
end up spending seven years
trying to complete a five- year
program.

Kenni A. Walker is a fourth
year architecture major.

Instead of Throwing Stones, Let us Weave Baskets
Thomas E. Dominique, Jr.
At Howard University, in a
time when more students
should be uniting to fight injustices that plaque us all, I find
that many are still caught up in
petty differences that breed
ignorance. During the march to
the Supreme Court, no one was
concerned with whether or not
you were this person or that
person. It was not about
perms, dreads, Gucci, or a
dashiki. It was a sea of black
faces determined not to let the
system rob us of our right to
equal access.
However, when the smoke
clears, black folks go back to
the same ole' unjustified pseudo intellectual B-S about your
position in the revolution.
One such ignorance per-

tains to the perception of
School of Business students. As
a business student, and I'm
sure that many B-school students can attest to this, I find
that many students across campus consider us Uncle Toms or
white folk wannabes. Just
because you work at a corporation, does not make you an
Uncle Tom. Just because you
wear a business suit does not
make you an Uncle Tom.
An Uncle Tom is a Negro
who has forgotten about the
struggle. He or she is one who
has placed his or her ultimate
destiny in the hands of the
"Massa" and not God. I carry
my blackness with me no matter where I go (and no I don't
wear a kofi; in fact you just
might catch me in a football jersey) and if my dignity as a black

man is ever in question, then I
would remove myself from that
situation. Just like the future
lawyer, doctors, engineers,
actors, activists, and teachers,
all of us will face adversity in
our professional careers that
will remind us of how black we
really are. To those who cast
stones, listen to problems that
those stones create!
Most School of Business
students are not satisfied with
the lack of flexibility and diversity among businesses and the
absence of a strong business
incubator for students. We are
constantly challenging the status quo and some of the precedents that have been set in the
school. The corporate influence is very prevalent, but the
price you pay for resources is a
personal price - one that I, and

most students that I know, preachers and dedicated comwould never sacrifice. Very few munity servants and apply their
aspire to become CEO's of any fundamental business skills to
Fortune 500 company.
other aspects of this infinite
But some of us do work in possibility called life. Like othcorporations. And I submit to ers, we have grown into a more
them that as long they are in an profound level of consciousness
atmosphere
that
breeds that we will carry throughout
respect, empower yourself with the rest of our lives.
an eye toward future mobility.
I fully accept my responsiMobility does not mean the cor- bility to empower my commuporate ladder, mobility means nity by utilizing this degree.
trying your hardest to create Let us weave an interdiscipli•
something tangible because nary basket that capitalizes on
you and I know that the white everybody's unique perspective
man will only let you get so far. of the struggle. Stop throwing
But before you stone stones at each other because
throwers judge, just note that the other person decided to
many students have indeed study marketing and finance,
started their own ventures. It even though they didn't lose
might not be !1'1icrosoft, but at sight of the struggle.
least we are thinking and trying
to create. Also, many of our
Thomas Dominique is a
students become teachers, senior finance major.

Calm Down ... It's Your Dorm, Not Your Frat!
Candyce Houston
One of the staples of life as
a freshman at Howard
University is the fierce competition
among
dorms.
Remember the shouts of
"DREW HALL!" during freshman orientation week? And
who could forget the way the
girls represented their floors
to the fullest extent. It is to be
expected and it is all in fun.
Or is it? After last week's
dorm step competition during
ResFest, I began to think that
some of these freshmen are
getting a little too carried
away with the whole concept
of reppin' your dorm.
Perhaps the most amusing
aspect of the whole event was

the fact that all the freshman
dorm residents had symbols
depicting their dorms. With all
the signs being thrown up and
the chants, I could have sworn
it was homecoming and I was
in the gym preparing to watch
the Divine Nine battle it out.
I must admit that it was
hilarious when the steppers
from the Quad threw up the
"X" (the symbol for :ht· Annex)
and then illustratively told the
Annex girls what they could do
with their X. The gesture gar•
nered an uproarious response
from the crowd and I couldn't
help but think .. .is this The
Quad versus the Annex or the
Deltas versus the AKAs?
I was also a little taken
aback when the guys from

Carver Hall (who won the step
show) made a point to dis' the
girls from the Quad and plug
the Annex girls in part of their
show. I heard a girl refer to
Carver as the Annex's "brother
dorm." Hello?!
To all who arc reading
this, please listen carefully. It
is okay to represent your
dorm, but there is such a thing
as overdoing it. I guess it
stems down to the irrevocable
(and unfortunate) need for
young black students to establish cliques by self-separation.
It seems we get started on
the process of social division
as soon as we get to Howard
when we are separated into
different dorms. However, I
don't think that was the inten-
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tion. Here's a thought:
Perhaps we are separated into
different dorms because there
is no residence hall big enough
to house the entire freshman
class. Could it be? The point is,
it's not your 'hood, it's where
you sleep and bathe. How
ridiculous is it for two residence halls to be "sister and
brother"? Besides, most of
those Carver guys are likely
spending most of their time in
the Quad anyway. So much for
loyalty.
I think that the spirit of
competition is one thing, but
disrespect is another thing.
Aside from the eerie
resemblance the ResFest step
show held to Greek step
shows, I also thought it was

poorly judged. The second
place winners were the ladies
from the Annex, who could
barely keep their clothes on
and ended their show with a
dance routine they should
have kept to themselves. The
originality and creativity displayed by the ladies from the
Quad sadly went unnoticed by
the judges.
In case you ·ve missed my
point, it is this: Rep your dorm
as much as you want, but let
us remember that it's a resi dence hall ... not a lifestyle.

Candyce Houston is a
sophomore advertising major
from San Diego, Calif
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Better
''Step''
Correct On
Your Next
Attempt
Kiesha Carmichael
Last Wednesday, the 14th
Annual ResFest Step Show took
place in Crampton Auditorium
in which the outcome was
Carver placing first and their
sister dorm, the Annex, coming
in as Runner Ups. This was the
outcome because these two
dorms showed exceptional creativity, inventiveness and kept
the crowd captivated throughout the entire duration of their
routine.
On the contrary, The
Hilltop portrayed the Quad as
being the best dorm participating that night, and had I not
had the opportunity to attended the Show and been able to
experience all the routines firsthand, I may have been misled
into thinking that the females
of Quad were the rightful winners and were in some way
deprived of their title and
"robbed" by the Annex.
The competition was
judged based on originality, of
which the Quad's routine was
not the best example. As someone who resided in the Quad
last year, my opinion is totally
unbiased and based on facts
not loyalty to my current residence. In a friendly competition between dorms, there was
no need to integrate a section in
their routine which blatantly
disrespected their fellow dorm
participants by playing a section from the deceased rapper,
the Notorious BI G's track titled,
"Player Hater" in which
they imitated a routine previously constructed by the Ladies
of the Annex in the, "Battle of
the Dorms" for Homecoming.
Now I know they are freshmen, but the word "CREATIVI'IY' should have been previous•
ly explained and elucidated to
them prior to attending
Howard University and participating in the ResFest Step
Show. Creativity is not stealing
routines; creativity is not mal<ing a mockery of a dorm's symbol of "X" and most importantly creativity was not exemplified by the "Quad".
Let's run down the facts.
As with everything, there were
specified rules to this competition. One was a specified time
limit of ten minutes, which
none of the dorms exactly complied with but the Quad's
extreme disregard for it was
evident in the near twenty
minute routine. Secondly, as
stated before, the rules clearly
stated there was to be no disrespect to the other dorms, and if
the obscene use of the Anne.x's
"X" is not regarded as rude, disrespectful and obscene, then
please tell me what is. Thirdly,
there was to be a theme to your
routine, another qualification
and ingredient for winning that
the Quad fell short of fulfilling.
Dwelling on the past is not
what I'm here for. The Quad
"girls" are dwelling on the past
enoui,h for all of us. My purpose for this article was to set
the record straight. The best
male dorm and female counterpart won, so despite what people feel the outcome should
have been, what's done is done
and it's time to move on, truth
now being told. The "X" done
brought it to ya and ain't nothing you can do about it. How
you gonna attempt to Playa
Hate on the "X"? Better go to
the
Laundromat and try to
clean up your act for next year.
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Want to Get Away?
Well Let Us Help You!
Offering the Lo,.est rates to
Africa, the Carribean, Asia,
Europe, and vaxration packages
all over the world. With a
mutilingual travel agency speaking English, Spanish, French,
Kiswahile and more, we "ill
understand where you "ant to
go. Call Us For Your Travel
Needs! Call Your Travel Agent
Today @ (301) 231-8190 or email
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Announcements
Seniors
Senior Class T-Sbirts on Sale
SIS.00 Mens & Womens
Last day Thursday April 17th
Call Ashanti (202) 903-7913
Or email
howardseniors03@hotmail.com

For Rent
NW Near Howard, 200 BLK
Florida Ave
Ne,.ly Renovated House, Bus and
Metro Accessible
$25000/Mo Available Now
Call 301-437-0228

Beautiful Row House for Rent.
Less than 3 miles from Campus
3 bedrooms , 2.5 bathrooms,
Jacuzzi Tub, Fireplace,
W/D, Heat, A/C Security Systems.
Ready in July
Call (202) 438-7729
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Personals
To Ms. Emilia R. Adams tmou,h or
the <0uth•• lUST l'l. ~Yl1'G!>,

I'll ne,·cr forge! Puerto Rico or
singing back-up for Tinu Turner
on 1st floor Frazier. The last four
years wouldn't have been the same
without you. Good luck in law
school. I'm going to miss you more
than you know. Keep in touch.
Love, Lauren

\V E ALL J UGGLE

T l--TE SAJ\1£ RESPONSiBILITIES.

Room Available
$375.00
Across The Street From Main
Campus
Central Air/Heat
Utilities & Furniture Included
Free Cable
Call (202) 335-6873
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Part Time Summer Jobs
Georgia Avenue Kleaners
must have transportation
$10.00 per hour
apply in person
2626 georgia ave.
across the street from the school
of business
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Did you leave a set of car keys
in The Hilltop? Contact the
business office, (202)806-4749.
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Don't forget-- the Banquet is
tonight! Our year is coming to
an end' :-(

..u:

Friday is the last issue of The

2002-2003
academic year! There will he
Hilltop for the

,tart packing!
Nsaa Dance Ensemble Presents...
S:iturdil) Apil 26, 2003

The !\•sly Nupc of IIU Alon~ "ilh
l' pto" n' P.
resents ...

Koolout 2

1mpm
(.

\ftcr Part~

$283
EURAIL PASSES Prom $249
HIP HOTELS Prom
$18
LONDON Por

(domest ic ond internotlOnol)

6. 20llJ

*

aKplore north amarica
Models needed for Nywele
Natural Hair a sho,.case- June
2003.
Men and women "ith braids,
locks, ,,.ists, etc. All shapes and
sizes welcome.
Call (202) 667-1196 for more info.
Opportunities
Professional producer w/
private recording sludio available
by project rates.
Fully digital, Pro Tools based
Dupont Circle Studio; has worked
w/ Jay-Z, Roni Size, MTV, Crystal
Waters, Wynton Marsalis & many
others.
Bents available.
(202) 332-8494

For Sale
Free facial/manicure or pedicure
"ith purchase of an hour massage.
Services provided hy lisccnsed
cosmotoligists and alumni at Md.
home based salon.
Other specials for graduate students and HU staff.
Call Claude (301) 927-3848

USA • CANADA • HAWAII
backpacking. cruises. tours ond mor e

To My Illustrious Sorors of
Alpha Chapter,
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
Congratulations on ninning
"CHAPTER OF THE \'EAR" at
our 72nd North Atlantic
Regional Conference this past week
in Baltimore. Also, congratulations
on "inning this year's "SORORITY 0~ Tilt\ liAH" at Ho" ard
Uniwrsitr, Words can't
describe ho" proud I am of you.
Tlrnnks for making m~ first four
months as
your Graduate Advisor that much
more \\Ortbwhile. T he legacy of
Alpha
Excellence truly continues!! I Love
\'011 All!!
Soror Pam
29-A-88
P.S. Al\\ays Got It On Lock!!

Ou,~ ..

2401 Pennsylvania Ave. NW
SuiteG

(202) 887.0912

pick up your complementar y, premiere issue oF
ot your local sea travel branch.

www.statravel.com
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invent yourself.

h"'

the collegiate inventors competition·
A PROGRAM OF THE NATIONAL INVE N TOR S HALL OF FAME

THE NASTY NUPES OF HU

KO~- ul...
AT A NE\\- LOKATION ...

Enter Now

$160,000

\ ; UNITED STATES

Looking for a student artist to
decoratively paint nursery furniture
in late May or early June.
Please call Lisa 301.587.8841 to
discuss fees and theme.

B6

PATENT AND
•••• TAADf.MAR< OmcE

Deadline: June l, 2003
www.invent-.org/collegiate

IN PRIZESI

I
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Winners will also receive $2,000 to spend ot www.~pshopping.com
plus Gih C1rtificolt1 to the HP Compony Slort at www.hpstore.com

The Hilltop

GRAND PRIZ.I

sso,ooo
plu, $ t0.000 to odvh or

2 ORADUATI PRIZIS

2 UNOIRORADUATI PRIZl5

$25,000.o•h s1s,ooo.o<:plu, $5,000 to odyi,on.

plus $5,000 to advisor,

April 15, 2003

